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Editorial Notes.

IT would be interesting to know whether the
English schoolboy who translated " Most men,

therefore," by " Homninissini iguntur," was being

trained on the inductive or the cramming

method.

THE two new " labor saving " books, Practi-
cal Problems in Arithmetic and One Hundred
Lessons (4oo exercises), in English Composition,
are meeting with an extensive sale. Teachers
see at a glance that these little works save a
great deal of time and labor, and nearly every

order asks for both of them. Fifty cents will

secure them, by return of mail, post-paid.

PROF. MAHAFFV, while at Chautauqua last
August, made several flings at the American
plan of multiplying colleges and universities.
In connection with the American school at
Athens, he said:

"I made my headquarters at Athens at the
American -College, where Prof. Waldstein and
Prof. Tarbell were then working. I was sur-
prised then, and am more surprised now, when
I sec the condition of this country. I was
surprised that that institution was not endowed
with sufficient money. It could do a great deal
more work, if it had the means. I am surprised,
because I find that this country is infested with
a crowd of generous philanthropists who are
going about like roaring lions, seeking what they
can endow."

IN an article in Murray's Magazine a few

months ago, on " The Evils of Scholarships,"
Miss Beale points out very forcibly some of the

objections to the prevalent practice in regard to

these. Scholarships in the English schools, she

says, have largely become the implements which
schools use to vie with one another in buying

up the best talent in the market, to be used
afterwards in the way of advertisement; and

they divert the attention of the young from the

value of education as an end in itself to mere

money-winning and prizes. They foster prema-

ture specialisation and cram. Is not this true

in regard to school and college in other coun

tries beside England ?

THE Committee on Secondary Education,

which lias been for some time at work in the

United States, has caused an abstract of its

report to be prepared and circulated. The

inquiries of the Committee were conducted on a

.very thorough and systematic plan. Two hun-

No. io.

dred and sixty-three separate reports were
received from those whose opportunities for
obtaining knowledge in regard to the subjects of
inquiry, were of the best description. Among
the ten conclusions or suggestions embodied in
the abstract referred to, the following seems to
us worthy of special emphasis and special atten-
tion:-" II. With few exceptions, no opportuni-
tics or inducements worthy of the name, in the
way of secondary or higher education, are offered
the rural population."

A LIVELY discussion at a recent meeting of
the Woodstock School Board brought out the
fact, that the Board has been in the habit of
making appointments to the teaching staffs of
the schools, without consulting the Principal.
Principal Garvin was quite right in pointing
out that this is wrong and unfair. It is surpris-
ing that any Board should think of making an
appointment to any subordinate position, save
with the full knowledge and consent of the man
who is responsible for the efficiency of the work
done. All such appointments should be made,
as far as practicable, upon the recommendation
of the Principal, and it should be made clear,
too, that with him rests virtually the power of

dismissal. If the P'rincipal is held responsible,
as he should be, for the work and conduct of the
school, it is but reasonable that he should have
the authority necessary to enable him to carry
the responsibility.

AN advertisement in some of the English
papers indicates the setting up of a new industry,
or as we should perhaps say, profession-,that of
a child-flogger. The advertiser, having had
large experience in the discipline of the young,
offers his or her services to parents for a consid-
eration. Their homes will be visited and chas-
tisement inflicted to order on unruly and dis-
obedient children. We confess to a prejudice
in favor of parents wielding the rod themselves
rather than by proxy, but it strikes us the pro-

posed arrangement would be just the thing for
those schools in which flogging is a part of the
regular routine. One of the strong objections
in many minds to the ordinary method is that it
is rather beneath the dignity of the profession
for a teacher to become a flogger of other peo-
ple's children. Here is an alternative. Let the
services of an itinerant professional wielder of
the taws or ferule be engaged. One might serve
a given number of schools, visiting each at a
fixed hour. Thus the master may save his time,
muscular energy and dignity, and a new sphere of
activity be opened up for the industrious poor.

? h
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THE extract entitled "Eradicating Falsehood
by H. R. Hotze, in our last issue, should ha'
been credited to the County School Council, ti
predecessor of what is now The Public Scho
fournal, of Bloomington, Ili. We had forgotte
to mark the slip with the name of the pape
and consequently were unable at the time t
give due credit.

By the will of the late Mr. Gooderham,
Toronto, $125,ooo is bequeathed to the Buil
ing Fund of Victoria University, and $75,000 t
its Endowment Fund, both on the express cond
tion that the Institution be removed to Toront
Judging from the tone of the report of a recen
meeting of the Board of Regents, this beques
is regarded as having settled the question c
removal, but not necessarily that of federation
There are some indications that a union of th
divided friends of Victoria, on the basis of a
independent University in Toronto, is a no
improbable solution of the question.

WE hope during the year to hear often fron
young and inexperienced teachers. Let us hea
of your difficulties and discouragements. Doubt
less some amongst our many readers will be abl
and glad to help you, out of the riches of thei
experience. Tell us, too, of your successes
and the methods by which you have achieve
them, that thus your experience may becom
helpful to others similarly circumstanced. Anc
be, assured that whatever aid in the way o
sympathy, advice, or help of any kind, the
JOURNAL may be able to render is most heartily
at your service.

REFERRING to our query, whether some better
descriptive names might not have been found
for the new High School Examinations about to
be instituted, the Editor of the Educationa
column in the Southern Counties'journal says:
" Surely shorter and more suitable names can be
got for two of them. So far as the substitution of
'The Primary'for 'Third-class non-professional'
is concerned no fault may be found. For the
'Junior Leaving Examination,' in our opinion,
the somewhat discredited word 'Intermediate'
would be an excellent substitute, and for 'Senior
Leaving Examination,' the 'Final.' There would
thus be the three High school examinations,
called Primary, Intermediate, and Final, without
there being the slightest room for confusion, or
the lest objection on the score of brevity or
euphony." We think the names thus suggested
would be a marked improvement on those pro-
posed by the Education Department.

THOSE having questions or other communica-
tions for the English Department of theJoURNAL,
are requested to note the changed address of
the Editor of that Department, as given at the
head of the column. As is known, probably, to
most of our readers, Mr. Huston is now at the
head of a college, which is the first, we believe,
in Canada to have established a Manual Train-

" ing Department. This Department is very fully
ve equipped, having, as appears from the advertise-
he ment in the JOURNAL of July I5th, a large
ol workshop, furnished with a ten-horse power
en engine and expensive machinery, and being
r, under the direction of a master who has the
o double advantage of being a skilful workman

and an honor graduate of Toronto University.
The experiment, for as such it may be regarded

Of in Canada, is thus being tried under very favor-
l able conditions, and the results will be observed
o with a good deal of interest by educators.
i-

t THE approach of the chilly autumn days
o should remind teachers of the necessity for
. special precautions to guard the health of the
e children. There is, probably, no more danger-

n us season than that transition period, when it

t is, we are apt to think, not cold enough for fires,
and when it is yet too cold to be safe or com-
fortable without them. No doubt the seeds of
troublesome and sometimes fatal disease are
often laid in the colds caught in a damp, chilly
school-room. The children come in from recess

- in a glow of warmth, perhaps in a state of per-
e spiration, and have to sit down in an atmosphere

much below that which is either comfortable or
, healthy for a sedentary worker. The result is a
d crop of colds, coughs, sore-throats, etc., which
e render the children's lives miserable for days

or weeks, and often do permanent injury to
f health. The heating arrangements in every

school should be so convenient, and the fuel so
handy, that a fire can be had whenever it is
needed, without reference to the date. Every
teacher should make it a matter of duty to see
to this.

THE career of the late Mr. J. Campbell
l Thompson, whose death occurred a few weeks

ago in Toronto, is worthy of more than a pass- t
ing notice. Mr. Thompson had some time t
since retired from the practice of the teaching
profession, in which he was for many years very t
successfully engaged. He was probably person- 1
ally known to many of our readers. He was a
native of Ireland, and came to this country as a
young man some fifty or sixty years ago. From t
a notice in the Globe we learn that, in recogni- '
tion of his services as an Adjutant in the British s
army, his father was granted a quantity of land
in the Township of Adelaide, west of London, t
when that region was a dense wilderness. Young n
Mr. Thompson's taste did not lie in the line of s
agriculture, however, and fie became qualified t
as a teacher, and began a brilliant career in that t
profession. He was successively Principal of a

gthe St. Thomas Grammar School and the Strath- t
roy Grammar School, and for many years was e'

wthe coadjutor of Rev. Benjamin Bailey, Princi- h
pal of the London High School. After this he w
left the public service and taught a number of w
private pupils until during the last few years. h
He took a degrec at Toronto University, and c
was always rather a scholar and recluse than one is

seeking public honor and notice.

Educational Thought.

WHAT is required is find trainng in the rzçktdirection. That is the greatest necessity of thetimes. We need to transfuse into our school sys-
tem, something that will impart a bent to the mass
of young minds in our schools in the direction of the
work of life, and at the saine time a discipline and
training which shall make this work higher, better
and more skilful.-Thring.

To read aloud intelligently, with ease, under-
standing and feeling, as it ought to be the first ail"
of sane teaching, so it is the crowning excellence,
the consummate perfection, the most finished pro-
duct,of the highest culture. It stands, moreover, that
great test of value to the human race that ail can
begin, though none can find an end. Nothing is of
true value to man that is not universai. -Thring.

THE opportunities oU teachers for moulding char-acter are scarcely less than those ofmothers. How
little are these opportunities employed ! What a
change could be wrought in the condition of hu-
manity, if the energies of our profession were applied
as vigorously to the training oU the heart as theyare now applied to the training of the mind. What
lessons in chastity and sobriety, in kindness and
generosity, in heroism and martyrdom might sink
into the mellow heart of youth to bear in after years
the golden grain of noble deeds.-President Win-
ston.

THE heart and the soul and the conscience are in
need of training as well as the mind, and this train-
ing should be a part of every teacher's work. To
be a man and to do something for humanity is a
grander lesson than to read Virgil or to solve Quad-ratis. The influences of heredity will often hinder
the education of the beart and soul of a wicked boy;
but the influences of heredity are equally as power-
fuI to hinder the culture of the intellect. The true
teacher will surrender to no influences of heredity,
but will know that aIl things are possible.-Presi-
dent Winston.

THE mission of art is, in some respects, like that
of woman. It is not hers so much to do the hard
toil and moil of the world as to surround it with a
halo of beauty ; to convert work into pleasure. In
science we naturally expect progress ; but in art the
case is not so clear; and yet Sir Joshua Reynolds
did not hesitate to express his conviction that "so
much will painting improve that the best we caln
now achieve will appear like the work of children."The appreciation of nature, which characterizes the
present century, the intense love of scenery, tOwhich we owe so much, which not only adds so much
o the happiness, but even, I venture to think, tO
he purity of life, we owe in no small degree to art.-Sir John Lubbock.

THERE is just one road to success, and that is
he road oU bard work. All sorts of short cuts haveeen devised and tried by people, but they have aIleen short cuts to failure. The long road of hard
vork is the only highway that leads to success ; al
y-paths end in the swamp. This is the great Iessol
bat ought to be taught to our boys to day. Theres a great deal of bad teaching in our families and
chools. Every kind of teaching is bad which in-
hnes a boy to trust to something else than hard
work for success. One trouble with a good deal Of
he teacbing of boys is that it fixes their minds on

e reward rather than on the work. Activity is the
ecessity of every strong nature : a Iazy boy is aick boy or a defective boy. Boys ought to be
aught to love hard work for itself, without reference
o its rewards. There is no fear about the success
f the man wbo loves bard work ; if he does flotchieve the one particular thing be wants, be Will
et happiness out of the work itself. It is useless
otell the boys that this world is a place in whicbverybody gets what e wants. It is a word ihich very few get what they they want. Franl4
onest teaching is greaty needed; teaching which
'il] make boys understand that liUe is full of bardork, that no one particular success can be counted
n, but that the man who is willing to work, who is
onest and true, is the man who will stand the best
hance of becoming prosperons and influential, a nd tthe man who will, under any circumstances, have
ke supreme satisfaction of having done his work
ke a man.-Christian Union.
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Special Pabers.

THE TEACHING OF MORALS IN THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

WHAT AND HOW?

BY SAMUEL B. CAPEN, BOSTON.

THE highest bodily development is that which
cares for each and every part in its proper propor-
tion. If a single organ is omitted the whole body
suffers. Going one step higher, we consider it
supreme folly to care for the body and neglect the
mind ; to train that which is only animal at the ex-
pense of the intellectual. But the supremest folly
must ever be that which caring for body and mind
both, neglects that which is spiritual and eternal.
A rude block of marble may be chiseled never so
skilfully into some matchless human form and it
will be marble still, cold and lifeless. So with each
one of us, mind and body may be developed, but it
will be the external shaping ; we need to have that
which is immortal within us awakened and kindled
into new life and vigor before any of us can really
be said to live. It is equally clear that in childhood
and youth this moral training should be commenced,
This is the formative period in which foundations
for the whole future are being laid. As you can
train the sapling into almost any shape, making the
tree either graceful or unsightly, so you can mould
a child into a saint or a demon. Lord Shaftsburv
gives as the result of his observation that all crime
commences between eight and sixteen, and if the
child lives a correct life to the age of twenty, the
chances of his continuing to do so are as forty-nine
to one. This, however, is too elementary for such
an audience. But I fear sometimes that we do not
recognize how important a factor that part of the
young life which is spent in school is in its moral
influence upon many of our children. We all know
what some of the homes are from which these
children come. Unholiness and impurity are there,
expressing itself in word and act. With whole
families crowded together into one or two rooms,
many of these children know nothing of what we
call the proprieties of life. Must I not say that
many of them know only that which is indecent ?

I visited a primary school recently, situated in a
neighbourhood with homes similar to those which I
have just described, and the vile pictures and words
upon the outbuildings told all too plainly what the
homes were from which these children came. Unless
theyhave some trainingin school of anotherkind they
will grow up in ignorance of all that which is purest,
and sweetest, and noblest. The education which
the state gives in such cases only increases the
power to do evil, if we have quickened their intellects
without touching their moral natures. When I was a
lad we were accustomed to playthe game of "Follow
Your Leader." Whatever the first boy did, however
grotesque, each boy who followed after must do
likewise. I have thought often, lately, that life was
a great game of follow your leader. Silently, yet
steadily, we follow another. The boy imitates the
father; he talks, he even walks like him. The gir
imitates the mother, and, this is the part of the
truth we are emphasizing to-day, the scholar, th
teacher. It is just because of this truth that the
wise framers of our Massachussetts laws have said
" It shall be the duty of the teachers to use thei
best endeavours to impress upon the minds of the
youth committed to their care and instruction the
principles of piety, justice, and a sacred regard to
truth, love to their country, humanity and universa
benevolence, sobriety, industry, frugality, chastity
moderation, temperance, and those other virtue
Which are the ornament of human society and th
basis upon which a republican constitution i
founded."•

It is the same truth that has led the schools im
twenty states to give moral instruction, and in nin
more, both moral and religious. From thes
general truths, is it not proper to say specifically, i
answer to the " What," that every teacher ought
therefore, to try :

I. To insir e all his scholars with some nobi
Purpose in life. Many of our young people ge
nowhere in particular, for they are aiming at no
thing in particular. They do not care, and it i
impossible to steer a ship in a calm. We need t

tive our youth a worthy .impulse and help them t
eep it steadily in view. We need, in this supremel

Worldly age, to inspire them with the though

that the great thing to strive for is not money or
fame, but character. " It is not what a man has,
but what he is, that makes the man." Try to lead
them not only above their appetites and passions,
but above all selfishness and meanness as well.
Who wants to live in the cellar in the darkness,
when he can dwell in the sunshine? Teach them
not to be willing to live in the basement of their
animal natures, but to come up where God's truth
is supreme. Not to play life, but to live for some-
thing noble.

2. Teach them Fidelit, and that whatever they
do shalI be done thoroughty andfaithfully. Let them
have some conscience in all they do, and never
allow themselves to be shiftless. Teach them to
work so they can have self-respect and never be eye
servants. Teach them to be true to themselves, for
if they are not they will find their own consciences
very troublesome travelling companions all through
the journey. Endeavour to get out of their heads
the foolish notion that manual labor is not as
honorable as sone other kinds. So many of our
young men want work that is clean and nce and
refined, and many a good mechanic is spoiled to
make a poor clerk. A faithful mechanic is in as
honorable a position as any man, and far more so
than a shiftless, indifferent clerk. Teach that there
is not the slightest chance in the world for the boy
or girl who wants a "soft job," and whose principal
thought is to get the most pay for the least work.
Such scholars should be made to see that the
softest spot, while they hold these ideas, is under
their hats !.

3. Try to guide them in their Reading. It is a
passion with most of our young people to read, and
the passion can be a great blessing if only guided
aright. Their minds are like the prepared plate of
the photographer, ready to seize and hold every
impression, and it is possible to guide them. Not
long since a young lad went to our public library,
saying to the young lady in charge that he had just
read " Robert Elsmere,"andthought it was the driest
thing he had ever read, and that he wanted now a
real " blood and thunder novel 1 " But the lady
dissuaded him from it, and led him .to take a book
on history, which he reported in a few days he had
read with great pleasure. To show the necessity of
this watchfulness a friend showed me a paper which
was being distributed at five o'clock in the afternoon,
on one of the principal thoroughfares of Boston.
The title had rather a semi-religious look, and he
put it innocently into bis pocket, and laid it on the
table when he reached home. Providentially, how-
ever, before his boy had seen more than the title
he looked it over himself and found it a vile, in-
decent sheet. A young lady riding in the cars was
offered, by a young man, a book which, when she
told the title to her friends, they advised her that it
was one of the vilest ever written. The devil is
busy circulating such literature. Let us not permit
him to conquer because of our silence. Fill a
measure full of wheat and there will be no room for
chaff. There is an old fable, that Satan, seeking
for victims, saw one summer's day, a beautiful girl

1 seated in the open door of a cottage, and he said,
"I will creep into her mind and defile her." But

e as he silently drew near, he heard ber singing a
beautiful hymn. With a howl of rage, he hurried
away, saying, "That place is all occupied." En-

r courage the young to read, from the first, only that
which is good, and there will be no place in their
hearts for the evil.

4. Put them on their guard with regard -ta dr
I companionshPs. Mrs. Browning once said to

Charles Kingsley, " What is the secret of your life ?
STel me, that I may make mine beautiful, too."
SAfter a moment's pause, e replied, "I had a friend."
SIt is impossible te overestimate the importance of

these frîends. I have seen young men lifted and in-
i spired tothenoblest things because theyhave chosen
e for their intimate associates, t mose who were pure
e and good ; and I have seen young men ruined who
i began the downward road by making false choices
, of companionships. Warn those in whom you are

interested, to refuse to i eep company with those
e who tell the questionable story and who speak
t slightingly of that which is pure and innocent.
- Teach them to avoid such companions as they
s would the pestilence. As a chemist can tell you,
s fro one drop of blood, that there is poison in the
o veins; as a chip will tell the current of a stream, 50
y show tem that in such associates there are the
t beginnigs ofevil which will destroy any life.

5. Teach them to be temperate and oure. In the
last few years there has been so much interest
taken in temperance that hardly any young person
can have failed to have had some knowledge of the
awful peril in the use of alcohol. It is apoison and
ought to be marked with a skull and cross-bones like
other poisons. But the perils of impurity are not
so often emphasized. I do not think we should
hesitate to be plain and direct. When I was in the
English High school, under Thomas Sherwin,he did
not hesitate towarn us against secret sin. Whyshould
we let the devil do all the plain teaching,-and a
little thought will show us how this may be done.
It is said of General Grant, that seated one day
among a number of officers, a general of high rank
rushed in, saying, "Boys, I've got such a good story
to tell you i There are no ladies present I believe?"
"No, but there are gentlemen present," was the
curt reply of Grant, and the story was not told. The
world is full of such facts and incidents, which can
be used, if the teacher desires to do it, to press
home this truth. Teach them to avoid looking at
the indecent pictures which sometimes appear in
our comic papers and certainly hne the theatre
boards posted in our streets. Show them that it is
the most manly and womanly thing to "turn away
from evil," and never try to "face it down." Let
them beware of harboring impure thoughts, for they
are like the spark in the hold of a ship, it will
work its way right and left until there is a bed of
fire under one's feet, and destruction is at hand.

Il. With regard to the second part of the ques-
tion, " How," I have but little to say in the presence
of expert teachers. But I remember asking a
boy once about a certain study and he replied:
"The time spent on that does not amount to much,
for the teachers do not care anything about it."
This leads me to say, that in the subject before us,
of all others, it should be urged with hearty earnest-
ness or it will make no impression. A teacher must
make his words a part of his own being in order to
make them tell for good. Why does one mari
succeed and another of equal talent fail titterly?
Because one is thoroughly in earnest and the other
is not. The Indians nicknaned General Sheridan,
a few years ago, as "The littie man thatmeans
business." The late Doctor Bellows, of New York,
had a great power over an audience. One day,
after an address was ended, a gentleman said to
him : " 0 Doctor, I wish I had your inspiration 1"
" Inspiration," he replied, "it isn't inspiration at all,
it is perspiration." It is the teacher who puts his
whole soul into his teaching always that writes his
own enthusiastic words upon and into the lives of
those who gather around him. But this, I think, is
especially true in teaching morals, and where the
scholar must be made to feel that the teaching is
not perfunctory, but out of the heart. The teacher
of history, for instance, can easily, if he will, show
how the nation that does righteousness is sure to
prosper, and when it becomes corrupt it is weak-
ened and perishes. How can one teach history and
leave God out? you leave out the chief factor.
Those who have heard Henry A. Clapp lecture on
Shakespeare, remember how clearly he points out
that the great dramatist, in all his plays, encourages
virtue and brings disgrace upon vice, bringing out
so clearly that the sin of all sins is to do evil and then
make light of it. .All such, I am sure, will see how
easily one can teach history and morality together
if he is only in earnest about it.

Finally, may I say, with all frankness, that no
one can teach morals who is himeslf consciots of
any immorality of his ow*_ Ytr an never teach
another what you do not know thoroughly yoursel.
An old farmer, who had been driving people about
for two months during the summer vacation, had
often seen them point to the sunset painted on the
western sky and say: "Oh, how beautiful 1"
Finally he was heard to exclaim, IThey have been
talking this way all summer about nothing but one
of our pink-and-yaller sunsets !'' If we sec no
beauty in that which is pure and holy and sweet
ourselves, be very sure we cannot make any one
else see any.

I feel more at liberty to say this, because of the
high character of most of the gentlemen who are
masters and principals in our various schools. But
it is a good thought, of which we may all be fre-
quently reminded, that if we want to have the ful-
lest respect of those committed to our care, it must
come, not because of any authority we may have in
virtue of our office, but because of what we are,
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When you teach morals, of all things never forg
that your words will go no farther than your o v
life carries them. Back of the teacher is the nia
and what he is, and not what he professes to b
will always determine the force of bis words.

Gentlemen, the road is hard enough at the be
for our children and youth to tread ; there are pi
falls enough already in it without any faithless li
of ours being a stumbling-block in that pathway.

If abusinessman maybeallowedto sayaplain wor
to the professional, I believe I realize more and mo
as I touch young men and see how much their earl
training bas to do with success or failure, the solem
responsibility of the teacher. Your profession ma
not be so noisy and conspicuous as some, but it
none the less sacred and ail the more mighty.
is not like one of the great forces of nature whic
do their work so silently ? Has any one ever fe
any jar as the world spins on its axis ? Has an
one ever heard any creaking of the machinery tha
lifts the tides ? Gods grea/est forces are alway
sident. So when I see how you are moulding th
minds which are so largely to shape the future c
our land, and yet notice how quietly it is donc,
say this work is like God's. Your business i
certainly a very serious one, and the man that d
not consider it such can never teach morals, an
he had better leave it for ever to those who d
realize its dignity and its supreme importance.
From Education.

Question Drawer.

[N. B,.-For answers to questions in English an
Mathematics see those departments respectively. Correspondents will please send ail suoh questions direct t
the Editors of those departments.]

(a) CAN a person get a pure diamond (not paste
set in a ring for less than one hundred dollars ?

(b) What would a one-carat diamond cost ?-IN
QUIRER, L.

[(a) Yes. You can get a ring with a real dia
mond, very snall, of course, for four or five dollars
and thoseof good size and quality from $io or $2
upwards to almost any figures. (b) From 25 cent
upward. There is scarcely any article of com
merce in which there is so much variation in valu
as determined both by size and quality.

WILL you please give me the correct pronuncia
tion of the word Derby? When speaking of the
races I always hear it " Darby." Is it then Darby
bats, Darby china, etc., etc. ? I have also heard
the Earl of Derby called Darby. By answering the
above you will greatly oblige.- A SUBSCRIBER.

[The weight of authority is decidedly in favor oDerby (e as in her). Darby is probably merely
local, though one or two lexicographers give it as
the pronunciation of the geographical name.]

WHERE can a teacher obtain a box of chemical
apparatus and chemical substances for making ex-
periments to a class using Stewart's Chemistry
Primer ?-R.W.E.

[From the Map and School Supply Co., on King
street, or from W. J. Gage & Co., Front street, To-
ronto.]

[IN reply to a question in a previous number,
Mr. Neil MacEachron informs us that, according
to Gaskill's Atlas, Mt. Hercules, in New Guinea, is
the highest mountain in the world. Its height is
given as 32,768 feet. The same authority gives
Mt. Everest 29,002. Professor Ford mentions as
higher than Mt. Everest, Gaurinsanhur, also in the
Himalayas, 29,025 feet, or almost exactly 3½ miles
high. Finally, a note in the Indiana School jour-
nal says that "it is now claimed by Capt. A. J.
Lawson, of London, that Mount Everest is not the
highest mountain on the globe, but that the high-
est is a peak in New Guinea, being 32,763 feet
high. This is 3,781 feet higher than Mt. Everest.
This mountain bas been named Mt. Hercules ; it
was discovered by Capt. Lawson in 1881."

[PROFESSOR FORD, of Michigan, kindly reminds
us that in our list of Presidents of the United
States we failed to credit Monroe with re-election.]

et Is there any work on Agriculture? If so, where promptly made, we doubt if payment for any por-,n published and at what price? N. M. tion of the next quarter can be collected till the
e' [We prsunme N.M. means a Canadian work. We end of quarter. This construction would lead toe, know of none. It bas been understood tat such a negative answer to 2 (b) and 3. We cannot offer
swork was fortbcoming for the Ontario schools, but an opinion on the other questions without fuller in-st I was o a onceento scaon.] formation. It is a general and good rule that oneWe bave seen no announcement of its publication.] is bound by the terms of an agreement and mustt L abide by them. You had better send your ques-d WILL you inform me, in your next issue, to tions, with your agreement or a copy of it, to therd whom I should apply for information regarding Secretary of the Education Department, asking ad-re educational matters in : vice in the matter.]y (a) British Columbia. vicemthematter.]

n (b) Manitoba.
y (c) Territories. Deeartment
is (d) California.-INQUISITOR.
[t
h [Apply to the Superintendent of Education in
ltech onr. All communications intended for this department may,t each country.] until furiher notice, be addressed to A. T. CRINGAN, 23y Avenue Street, Toronto.
t As I desire to read up some Normal School
s work for the first term of 1890, what text books Musice should I get for that purpose ?-W.J.B.

f [Some of the authorized books are : Browning's By ALRX. T. CRINGAN, G.L.

Educational Theories ; Hopkins' Outline Study of THE question is frequently asked, "What pro-s Man ; Fitch's Lectures on Teaching ; Baldwin's gress is the Tonic Sol-fa system making in Can-
d Art of School Management.] ada ? The answer to this, we are certain, willd prove of interest to the large number of teachers
o who have contributed to the success which bas at-WHIcH method of studying Latin is generally tended the system ever since its introduction.fooed, the Roman, English, or Continental?- Hamilton can boast of being the first of our Cana-J. H.C. dian cities to adopt the system as a part of the[The reference is, we presume, to the mode of regular school course, and engage a specialpronouncing Latin. The English mode prevails in teacher and superintendent, to initiate the regular. England and Canada. In Europe, of course, the teachers into the mysteries of the new system.d Continental. In the United States all three are, The system had been in regular use for severalwe believe, to be found. As most persons learn years before any other cities awoke to the advan-o Latin for the purpose of reading the classical litera- tages to be derived from its adoption. Aboutture in that language, it really matters very little three years ago it was adopted by the Publicwhich system is adopted. For those who wish to School Board of Toronto, and also in rapid suc-use Latin in Europe, the Continental method is cession by Montreal, St. Thomas, Stratford, Lon-best.] don, Ingersoll, and many others. It is a pleasing

sign of the practical usefulness of the system for
PLEASE publisb in your next JOURNAL a list of school work, that in no case where it bas been

- the books required for Third Class candidates, and fairly tested have the results proved unsatisfactory.
ole SUBSCRIBER. Of course, a considerable amount of opposition basoblige.A been met with, but it bas usually emanated from[This is very indefinite. If the Literature selec- those who had not taken the trouble to investigaie- tions are meant, they have already been publisbed the claims of the system, or who were jealous of its- in the JOURNAL. Candidates for Third-Class encroachment on some fancied rights. Many whoNon-Professional Certificates are examined in the are now numbered among the most enthusiasticsubjects prescribed for a general course in Form I. supporters of the system were formerly among itsof the High School Course of Study. For this ap- most bitter opponents. By observation of the re-- ply to the Secretary of the Education Department.] sults of the system where it bas been fairly tested,

and an investigation of its underlying pinciples,WILL there be a text-book on Agriculture re- they have been led to admit that for the practicalquired for the coming course for Entrance, and will teacbing of music in the school-room it standsTemperance be a subject for examination ?-A without a rival. This is not to be wondered atSUBSCRIBER. when we consider the nature of the system and its
characteristic notation. It originated with af [Papers wvill be set in Agriculture and Temnper- teacher, it bas been improved by teachers, and basance as optional bonus subjects. A candidate may been formulated for teachers, with the result thatchoose which of them he will take, but it is not bn forlate teach h e re thatcompulsory to take either, and be cannot take only those rpimciples which have been proved to beboth. Marks flot exceeding 75 mnay be added for in accordwttb modernphilosophicalideas have beenth subjec choe.] 75retained. In February last copies of the followingth e subject chosen.] 
circular were issued to all teachers who had beenknown to use the system[R.K.-Information in respect to civil engineer- i. Has the introduction of the T. S. systein ne-ing can probably be had by addressing the Regis- sulted in an increase of interest in music amongtrar of Toronto University, asking for the prospec- your pupils ?tus of the School of Practical Science.] 2. Have you been enabled to teach music more
successfully since adopting this system ?1. Ct N a teacher collect bis salary quarterly, 3. Do you find any element in the T. S. systemthough it be lot su mentioned in agreement? which cannot be applied as an interpretation of the2. (a) Can a teacher collect bis salary at the staff notation ?close of bis teaching term, if he resign bis position 4. Do you consider the use of the T. S. systembefore the close of the year ? (b) Can he collect calculated to aid the pupil to an intelligent appre-bis salary for the amount of time occurring between ciation of the staff? gthe close of school and the payment of teacher's 5. What is your opinion of the T. S. system as asalary in the case above ? means of mental training ?

3. In the first part of second question, can the 6. Are you in favor of music teaching beingteacher collect interest on the amount unpaid ? made general throughout the schools of the Pro-
4. Can a teacher resign bis position by giving vince ?three months' notice, if nothing is mentioned in 7. Do you consider the T. S. system adaptedagreement concerning resignation ? to the school system of the Province ?

About eight hundred replies were received, ands. Can he compel the trustees to accept bis ne- pn no case was any obinion e.1pressed that was insignation if three months' notice be given, termin- the s/ùthtest degree unfavorable to the systen. Theating at tbe close of a calendar month, although irst and second questions were answered in thethe agreement says three months notice must be affirmative in every instance.given previous to the termination of a six montbs' The third was answered in the negative by allterm ?-J.D. B. who gave any answer, but a few gave no answer,[i. Yes. 2. (a) Tbis should be matter of agree- on account of having no knowledge of the staff no-ment. Where payment for one quarter bas been tation.
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The fourth was answered in the affirmative by
ail who- answered the preceding question, many
adding that it seemed to them to be the only
method by which the staff notation could be suc-
cessfully taught in the Public schools.

To the fifth question the majority replied " Ex-
cellent," and some ranked it as equal wlth mathe-
matics as a means of mental training.

The two last questions elicited but one opinion
from all, and that was that music teaching should
be made general throughout the Province, and
that the Tonic Sol-fa is well adapted to the Provin-
cial school system.

Surely the above is an indication of the willing-
ness of teachers to take up the hitherto avoided

subject of teaching music, provided it is presented
in a simple and logical manner. More might eas-

ily be written in favor of the system, but the inten-
tion of the writer is not simply to advocate the
claims of the system, but to present it in a manner
which will make it capable of being readily under-
stood alike by teachers and pupils.

WE would remind the readers of the JOURNAL
that the question drawer is always open, and at
their disposal. The writer is always ready and
willing to help any who may meet with difficulties
in connection with the music lesson.

THE " Teacher's Hand-book " of the Tonic Sol-fa
system is now ready.

Mathenatics.

All communications intended for this department
Should be sent before tl e 2uth of each month t> C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforh, Ont.

TIHE TRISECTION OF A PLANE ANGLE.
by elementary geometry has not yet been accom-
plished. Referring to Mr. Benson's attempted
solution as given in our June number, our corres-
pondent, Reader, remarks : " To test the so-called
principle, suppose BSA=½ a right angle. Then
WX=MO=WP. Also WCX=¾ of BSA. Now
CW>WP and :. > WX, therefore WXC or XCA
> WCX, .e., > 4 BSA, as is easily seen by draw-
Ing a figure to suit the case." We have more mat-
ter on this solution of Mr. Benson's. But we do
not wish to be too severe on Mr. B.'s work, seeing
that some of our own that was printed in the same
essue will not bear the fierce light that beats on
every word of this column. Messrs. W. G. WAT-
SON and EDWIN E. NELSON deserve our best
thanks for pointing out that our solution of number
67 cannot be right, for if BD and EB are each 8
feet, then the second ladder ED must be less than
16 ft., whereas it is 30 ft. in length. Mr. Watson
thinksthat since AC = j AB = 15 ft., and AB =
30,.. Euc. I. 47 BC = 26 nearly, and therefore
since EC = 48, EB or BD = 22 ft. This seems
conclusive reasoning, but let us apply I. 47 to the
triangle BDF, and we see that BF = = 19
nearly, therefore EF=3i nearly, that is the perp.
longer than the hypotheneuse ! It seems, there-
fore, that Mr. W. has also, missed the correct re-
sult. Now this problem and the solution given
with it came direct from the acute brain of the late
Bishop Colenso, who evidently overlooked the fal-
lacy. We think both his reasoning and Mr. Wat
son's are sound. If they are not we shall be glad
to have some other critical correspondent point
Out just where the error lies. Sir William Hamil-
ton says that mathematicians can and sometimes
do err in point of form, but that it requires a most
ingenious stupidity to go wrong where it is far more
easy to keep right. (DiscussionS, p. 279.) Per-
haps he would., were he here, point out and
classify the fallacy contained in number 67 and its
Solution, and then repeat his remnark that in mathe-
natics one cannot go wrong ; it is like walking in
a ditch. Will some of our readers try to detect
this error which eluded Colenso and passed unno-
ticed into this column ? We shall return to the

ote in brother Benson's eye next month.
W.M. sent a solution to the first part of number

44, see H. Smith's Arithnietic, p. 259. Thus :--r
Of area of side walls and fr of area of end walls

21 ft. X (W ft. + r length of room) = area of
Oor, which is also 21 ft. wide. Hence the length,

of floor = ½ï, ft. + A length of floor ; or 6 times
width = 105 feet width = 27i ft. W.M. also gave
a solution to the second part of 44, of which we
gave an easy solution in the May number.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.

69. H. Smith's Arith., p. 216, No. 2. Ten per
cent. discount is allowed on goods sold on 6 mos.
credit. What discount ought to be allowed (i) if
payment is made 3 mos. before the stated time, (2)

mos. after that time ? Money worth 5% per an.
70. In the circumference of a circle whose area

is one acre, a stake is driven. Find the length of
a rope attached to this stake which will allow a
horse to graze over an acre outside the fence of the
circular field.

71. Give the radius of the inscribed circle, and
the longest side of a right-angled triangle ; complete
the triangle.

72. Prove sin - + tan - e = cos -1 g.

73. C is the centre of a circle and CA is part of
the radius. Find the points in the circumference
where CA subtends the greatest angle.

74. Paid 25% duty on a watch, and sold it at a
loss of 5° . Had I received £3 more I shouid have
cleared i %. Find cost price.

75. A rod appears to measure 6 ft. ro in., but A
of an inch bas been worn off at one end and ; of
an inch at the other. Yard stick used in measur-
ing. Find the real length.

76. When it came to the reckoning, one man in
the company offered to pay 4 pence for himself and
4 pence for every man in the company (not ev'ery
o/ter man), and each man said the same. Simi-
larly a woman offered to pay 3 pence for herself
and 3 pence for every woman in the company, and
each woman said the same. They paid 240 pence
altogether. Find the number of men and of
women.

77. In a partnership, X owned the site, valued
at $i,5o ; Y the building, $2,400 ; Z the machin-
ery, $3,ooo. At the end of a year they agree to
take equal shares in the business. But the land
had increased in value 2o%, and the building and
the machinery"had decreased 1o% and 257 respec-
tively. Who should pay, and how much?

78. How many years' purchase must I give for
an estate to get 3à% interest for my money ?

These and a number of other less difficult ques-
tions have been sent by subscribers, with requests
for solutions. We hope our readers will respond
generously. In No. 78 compound interest must be
intended, for annuities at simple interest are only
deceptive and self-contradictory. There are sev-
eral problems in back numbers unsolved ; we hope
to receive solutions before the end of the year, so
that we may start with a clear slate in 1890. The
only way to make the JOURNAL better worth sup-
porting is for every teacher to support it by literary
and financial contributions. Its prosperity and
efficiency will be an exact measure of the growth
and strength ofprofessional spirit among Canadian
teachers. Medical journals, and law journals, and
church'journals are accurate mirrors of their con-
stituencies. Are the teachers to fall behind other
professions, or do they wish to have a voice in the
affairs of the country? The various educational
papers of Ontario have done much to inake the
teacher's position better than it was ; their power
for good is now greater than ever before. Shall we
let them perish for lack of reasonable support ?

BE noble in every thought and in every deed.
THERE is not a moment without some duty.--

Cicero.
WE should always act the truth as well as speak

the truth.
QUARRELS would never last long if the fault was

only on one side.
SIN bas many tools, but a lie is a handle that fits

them all.-Holmies.

FROM the lowest depth there is a path to the
loftiest height.-Carly/e.

HE who has not a good mnemory should never
take upon himself the trade of lying.-Montaigne.

Corresbondence.

THE ONTARIO PUBLIC SCHOOL
GRAMMAR.

To ite Editor of the EDUCATIJNAL JOURNAL:

SIR,-lfthis book deservesall the praise bestowed
upon it in some quarters, it might be used with
advantage here in the North-West as well as in
Ontario. I fear, however, that there would be con-
siderabledifficultyin getting the children of theprairie
to master some of its complications. We might
succeed tolerably well with the first half of the book,
but all seems confusion when we come to the verb.
Take, for instance, the verb or verb-phrase, "Must
have been written." This, according to the "Scheme
of Conjugation" on page 144, must be parsed as
the "Obligative perfect of the passive conjugation
of the transitive verb write of the old conjugation."
Now a class of little children might sometimes fail
in the first attempt to parse the phrase correctly,
and how to draw the above string of adjectives in
proper order,from an average child,by questioning,
is not very easy. A child, even above the average,
might parsethe phrasein oneof thefollowingways-
"A verb-phrase," "verb-phrase, old conjugation,"
"obligative verb-phrase of the old conjugation,"
"passive obligative verb-phrase," "perfect passive
verb-phrase," etc., etc. Again, if such a verb-
phrase as " might have been writing' is to be
parsed, a child may describe it as "potential
perfect," " progressive perfect," " potential progres-
sive," etc., etc , before he bits upon the correct
description according to the mind of the author.
Now all these parsings are correct as far as they go,but some important words are omitted, and those
given are not in the proper order. The teacher
should, therefore,be able by questioning to get from
the pupils the authorized parsing. But how is this
to be done ? It would be useless to ask the child,
"Of what mood is the phrase ? " for verb-phrases,
according to the text-book, have no mood. If he
be asked• "Of what conjugation," then, "old con-
jugation "is a correct answer ; and to the question,
"What is the for of the verb?" "progressive form"
is but one of a hundred different answers all equally
correct. We want the child to say "progressive
form of the potential pluperfect," etc., but there is
no way, as far as I can see, of making him say so
except by telling him and doing all the parsing for
him. Perhaps the author would have the parsing
done first in the following form, and in course of
time the italicised words omitted :

"Might have been writing is a verb-phrase of the
passive voice-nore-proterly-conjugation, old con-
jugation, potential nature-of-mood, pluperfect, so-
cal/ed-tense, and progressive so-to-speak-form."

It would be well if the Department would issue
"A Companion to the Public School Grammar."

Respectfully yours, W. M.
NORTH-WEST TERRITORY,

September 17, 1889.

IT is a poor service, indeed, that does not deserve
at least a "thank you." It is a careless teacher,
indeed, who neglects by example to teach courtesy.
When people cannot afford to be ordinarily civil
they must be greatly pressed for time. A hundred
opportunities arise during the day for the teacher
to show by speech and manner what politeness is,and these should never be neglected. Pupils are
fearfully imitative, and all the preaching in the
world upon the value of politeness will not prove so
effective as the example of a teacher who exhibits
in the school-room the habitual politeness of the
well-bred, refined man or wonan.-Exchange.

THE noblest work of a teacher, and the most dif-
ficult to perform, is the inculcation of lofty ideals.
It may be doubted whether a truly great man ever
lived that did not receive in early life an impulse to
greatness. It bas often been said and is generally
believed that great men inherit greatness from their
mothers. If this be true, it is true because the
mothers of the world implant in the heart of child-
hood early impulses to greatness. Their gift of
greatness is not by heredity, but by education. They
are the first teachers and mould character, wbich is
greater than intellect, and guides the life of a manwith all its energies and powers as completely asthe silent influence of the moo controlling the ebband flow of the mighty ocean.-President Winston.
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Examination Paters.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.-ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

ENGLISH POETICAL LITERATURE.
Examiner: DAVID REID KEYS, M.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for University Scholarships
will take only those questions marked with an
asterisk. Ali other candidates (whether for Pass or
Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
must take the first six questions and any two of theremainder.

Breathes there the man, with soul so dead,Who neyer to himseif bath said,This is my own, my native land!
Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,
As home his footsteps he hath turned,

From wandering on a foreign strand!
If such there breathe, go, mark him well;
For him no Minstrel raptures swell ;
High though his titles, proud his name,
Boundless his wealth as wish can claim;
Despite those titles, power and pelf,
The wretch concentred all in self,
Living shaiforjeit hi .s renown,
And, doubly dyin shall go down
To the vile dust from whence he sprung,
Unwept, unhonor'd, and unsung.

Il.
O Caledonia ! stern and wild,
Meet nurse for a poetic child!
Land of brown heath and shaggy wood,
Land of the mountain and the flood,
Land of my sires ! what mortal hand
Can e'er untie the filial band,
That knits me to thy rugged strand!
Still, as I view each well known scene
Think what is now, and what hath been,
Seems as, Io me, of all bereft
Sole friends thy woods and streans were left,
And thus I love theni better still,
Even in extremity of ilI.
By Yarrow's streams still let me stray,
Though none should guide my feeble way;
Still feel the breeze down Ettrick break,
Although it chill my withered cheek;
Still lay my head by Teviot Stone,
Though there, forgotten and alone, 3The bard may draw his parting groan.

*a. (a) To what causes is the popularity of th
above passage due?

(b) State the subject of each of these stanzas, an
show how they are connected with each other an
with the general plan of the poem.

,c) Explain the various reasons for preferring thpoet's word to that with which it is coupled in th
following cases :-breathes, I. t, and lives ; hath
1. 2, and has ; meet, 1. 18, and ft; knits, 1. 23, an
binds ; parting, 1. 36, and dying.

(d) By what rhetorical means bas the autho
heightened the effect of lines 17-23 ?

(e) Explain the italicized passages.
(f) What words seem to be used owing to the exi

gencies of rime ?
(-) Deri ve pe/f; minstrel, stern, child, sires.
(h) In what part of Scotland are Yarrow, Ettric

and Teviot ? What special interest bas each fo
the student of poetical literature ?

*2. To what class of poetry does " The Lay o
the Last Minstrel " belong ? How does it gain b
the Minstrel telling it, instead of Scott himself?

*3. What part in the story is played by the Gob
lin Page ?

*4. Show how the poem reflects its author's char
acter.

5. Explain the following passages:
(a) Our slogan is their lyke-wake dirge.
(b) Me lists not at this tide declare.
(c) A merlin sat upon ber wrist,

Held by a leash of silken twist.
(d) Both Scots and Southern chiefs prolong

Applauses of Fitztraver's song ;

These hated Henry's name as death,
And those still held the ancient faith.

(e) The standers-by might hear uneath,
Footstep, or voice, or high drawn breath.

*6. Quote one (but not more than one) of the fol-
lowing descriptions:

The Minstrel.
Melrose Abbey.
The Opening of the Wizard's Grave.
*7. Scott has been charged with describing forms

and externals more at length than inward feelings.Give your views on this subject with illustrative
quotations.

*8 How bas the author taken advantage of feudal
institutions to add interest to his poem ? What
are its deficiencies as a picture of feudalism ?

*9 Criticise the literary style of " The Lay of the
Last Minstrel."

10. Criticise the introduction of supernatural
machinery into the poem.

*1. Indicate Scott's place among the poet's ofhis time.
*12. Compare his poetry with that of Tennyson.

ALGEBRA.

HONORS.

'W.'H.* BALLýRD, M.A.
Examiners: A. R. BAIN, M.A.

J. MCGOWAN. B.A.

NOTE.--Candidates for University Scholarshipswill take only those questions marked with anasterisk. Ail other candidates (whether for Passor Honors, Second Class or First Class Certificates)
must take the first question and any eight of the
remainder.

*i. Solve the equations

(a) (y+z)2 5
x

z(xy+) =y -4,

y+ -=O;

(b) x,'mx+n i. "I have been in the meadows all the daynx +ni And gathered there the nosegay that you see,S sign of tinging within myself as bird or bee+0 *2. Shew that the sign of the expression ax2 +bx When such do field-work on a morn of May.+ c is constant for ail real values of x so long as b But, now I look upon my flowers, decay 5is not greater than 4ac. Has met them in my hands morefatal/yIf b is greater than 4ac, under what conditions Becausemore warmly clasped,-and sobs are freewill the sign of the expression be constant ? To come instead of songs. What do you say,5 Find the condition that ax" +bx+c=o, and px" + Sweet counsellors, dear friends ? that I shouldgoqx5 + ro, may have a commion root. Back straightway to the fields and gather more ?e *3. Find a e eqat conci the quanti Another, sooth, may do it but not I !e d3. Find an equation connecting the quantities My heart is very tired, my strength is low,a, d, in, s, when a is the first teri, d the common My hands are full of blossoms plucked before,d difference, s the sun of the series, and n the num- Held deadwithin them till myself shall die." 14d ber of ternis i an Aritbmetical Progression. (a) Analyse fully the dependent clauses, statingIf -p, q be the values of n which satisfy this the kind and relation of each.e equation, sbew that the sum of p terms beginnin- (b) Parse the words in italics.e with d-a is tbe same as the su( of q ter)s begin- c Shew the difference in use between " myself"1ning with a. 1. 3, and " myself ", 1. 14 ; "' tbat 1,I.2 and " that "d *4. Sum to n terms and to infinity the series a, ar, 1. 3 ado m ", 1., and "do",t. 8.ar2, &c., r being a proper fraction. 2. (a) Shew how tbe pronoun iffers in inflectionr How far does the expression obtained for the sum fro2 the noun.to infinity correctly represent the series ? (b) Explain cearly the difference between per-Two infinite geonetrical series so related that the sonal and relative pronounis.- first terni of each is the common ratio of the other (c) What is meant in saying that the relative ishave the saine limited value ; find it. sometW ies restrictive and sometimes descriptive or*5- The m'h. and nth. ternis of an Harimonical connecti'e? Illustrate by tbe followng examplesk Progression being given, find the (m+n)th. terni. He sent it by your brother John wvho was goingr If A, G, H, be the arithmetical, geometrical, and there. Here is the book tbat you wisbeda gomg
harmonical means between two quantities n and n, I who was present. He obeyed his master wbich

f shew that was his duty.
A(m-H) (H-n) 3. Explain the use and, as clearly as possible, theA-H G". meaning of the italicized words

- *6. If >+ z" =ayz Go there quickly. Howi many are there here ?z2 + x=zx Act well your part, there all the honor lies. It isx2 +y=cxy the hush ofnight. We readortalked as it chanced.shew that a"+b*+c2-abc= 4. They rougbed it in the bush. The bulk of the peo-ple, i is true, were but slaves. Keep such as areEmploy tbis result to eliminate x, y, z from useful.
(x+Y) 2 =4c2xy 4. Correct, giving reasons(Y+ z)" =4azz (a) If a piece of iron and of glass be heated to(z* i )4 'zx the sane degree they communicate to the hand a*7. Find tbe number of combinations of n things very different sensation.taken r at a tie. (b) After various escapes and forty-one days con-Shew that this is the saine as the number taken cealment the king landed safely in Normandy, non--r at a ime. less than forty persons being privy to his escape.

If there are n seats in a room, in how many ways
may n-r candidates be seated for an examination ?

If two particular candidates are restricted to the
front row which consists of p seats, in how many
ways may the seating be effected ?

*8. Assuming the Binomial Theorem for positive
integral indices, prove it for negative and fractional
indices.

If C, C, C.2 ...... Cn , are the coefficients in the
expansion of (1 +x)" shew that

CC,+C 1 C.,+C 2 C,+ .... +Cn -- Cn
- -35.---(2n-1).

2n . n.
[n+ i

*9. Discuss the form of the general term of(I ±x) ¯(m and n being positive integers) according as the
index is a proper or an improper fraction.

1o. Shew that (n+1)(4n2+iin+6) is the sum to
2n +1 ternis of the series

1-2-3--2-3-4-+3 '4 5--45'6+&c.
11. Find the rth terni in the expansion of

(1-x)

Find the coefficient of x in the expansion of

(I+X)3

Of*12. Find the coefficient of x"' in the expansion

(î-X)(î +X),

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO,
MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1889.

THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Eraminers: J. F. WHITE.
J. E. HODGSON, M.A.,

NOTE.- Candidates will take the first four ques-tions, and any two of the others.



(c) The officer bas no power of detention over
those even whom he knows will get intoxicated.

(d) Although nearly midsummer, the heat was
not Oppressive, but residents feel it far more than
new comers.

(e) One if not more of these proprietors, hold
land in large quantities, buying it before the last
land act was passed.

5. (a) What are all the different forms that (r) the
Subject, (2) the predicate of a sentence, may take ?
llustrate.

(b) Explain " person " as attributed to (i) the noun,
(2) the pronoun, (3) the verb.

e .(a) What grammatical relations may a verb
press by its form ? Give examples in illustration.

(b) Define subjunctive mood, stating in what
-3es it should be used. Apply your principles in
e following:-

I shall wait till he cores. } If it {s raining

We cannot go. If I was he I should do so.
twere

7. (a) Shew the different ways in which adverbsare formed from nouns, pronouns, and adjectives.
(b) What other duties do adverbs sometimes per-
rm besides " modifying verbs adjectives, andother adverbs ?" Illustrate.
8. (a) Classify and explain the use of the italicized

exressions: He dreads going. I saw him cross-
n the street. On hearing the news they left. He

went to buy a bouse. A riding-whip. I wish to
"P'5s the street. I saw him cross the street.

, State, with examples, the different classes of
Ords that may be used to connect.
9. (a) Divide into root-word, prefix, and suffix,

ýtting the meaning of each part :-invincible, alleg-ace, conjecture, incendiary, synonymous, promis-
8orY, exquisite, bigamist, attainable, executive.

(b) Give English words of classic origin corres-
nding in meaning to-happen, watchful, softened,

e ldoer, fatherly, fellowship, endless, written after,
kative, watery.

English )ePArtment.

Il communications intended for this column shouldsent to W. H. Huston, MA., Principal Woodstock
-ege, Woodstock, Ontario.

LITERATURE FOR ENTRANCE
EXAMINATION.

LEAD KINDLY LIGHT.
this beautiful poetical gem is a favorite with all

that read it. Even to persons whose poetical tastes
are almost undeveloped there is something in its
tweet sadness that awakes a sympathetic thrill, and
tO readers who have thought upon the hidden mys-
teries of life, and have in some measure experiencedthe feelings revealed in the poem, there will always

a nuch intenser sympathy. To nany the poem
t associated with the appropriate and sweet music
tht generally accompanies it. In all the wide
range of holy psalm and soothing song of praise of
the Christian Church there are few greater favorites

an " Lead, Kindly Light." No better way could
adopted to place the pupils in a sympathetic

o0d than to have it sung either by the teacher
aOne or by the whole class. This would be the

rst step to the memorizing of the poem.
A fter the poem has been carefully read the

scohlars should be required to state the subjeet of

t stanza with as little assistance from the
her as possible. They will probably agree

stae followmg as representing the thought of each
chInza: (i ) The prayer for guidance; (2) The
ternge of heart; (3) The confidence in God; or bet-ftustill, (1) The present, (2) The Past, (3) The

QUESTIONS.

h questions the pupils will be led to understand
Cihat 'gloo",n is referred to, and why it is called
.ecircling." Is there a gloom that does not en-

? Why is "amid" used instead of " through,"
a why would "darkness" not be better than

/on "? Why is " Light "written with a capital
er, and what lig-t is referred to ? Why did the

\yet use " lead" instead of " tuide" or " direct"
hat is the idea brought out by the use of " on " ?
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Whither is the journey ? What is meant by " the
nghtIl? What "home" is referred to? Why is
" Lead Thou me on " repeated ? What is meant
by "k eep " ? Would " save " or "Preserve " do in-
stea:1? Why "feet " and not " hands " ? What is
indicated by the fact that he did not wish to see the
distant scene ? What words are worthy of empha-
sis in the last two lines of the first stanza?

"I was not ever thus." Why is " ever" used in-
stead of "always"? What state is denoted by
"thus''? What words are emphatic in the first
two lines? "Shouldst." Why not "wouldst" ?
What state of mind is indicated by his formerly
wishing to choose his path, and what by wishing to
" see" his path? What is the meaning of"garish"?
Why is "day " used instead of "night" ? "Spite
offears," What would cause the fears? Why is
" wishes " not used instead of " wili" ? Select a
word meaning somewhat the same as "ru/ed."
Which is the better word? Why? Why is the
prayer made that past years should not be remem-
bered?

Why is " sure " used instead of " surely " ? What
is the meaning of "stilI" ? What is the difference
between a moor and a fen; a crag and a hzll; a
torrent and a stream ? "Angel faces." What is
meant ? What is the meaning of "since" ? Why
had he "lost" the faces? Give the meaning of
" awhile "?

GENERAL.

What lines rhyme? How inany syllables in each
line? How many accented syllables? Whether
are the words long or short? How should the
piece be read-slowly or fast, loud or softly?
What parts should be read most quietly?

LOCHINVAR.

THIS spirited selection will greatly interest the
class. Have two of the best readers chosen the day
before " Lochinvar " is to be studied, and let them
prepare the poem and read or recite it to the class,
and then let the class decide as to the merits of the
two readings. In this way a very interesting dis-
cussion will arise which will draw out the class and
thus result in the proper comprehension and a bet-
ter appreciation of the poem.

The development of the thought should be care-
fully attended to. The class will be able to point
out that the first stanza describes the appearance
and character of Lochinvar; the second his haste
and his yet being late ; the third his entrance to
the hall and the conduct of his rival ; the fourth
Lochinvar's proposal to dance ; the fifth the be-
havior of the bride and ber consent to the dance ;
the sixth the behavior and appearance of dancers
and spectators ; the seventh the escape ; the eighth
the unsuccessful pursuit.

SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS.

What needof "O"? What is meant bythe "nest" ?
Explain " wide border." What is the difference be-
tween "steed" and " horse " ? What word is gen-
erally used instead of " save " ? Why is Lochinvar
described as being almost unarmed? Parse "ail"
before " unarmed." Why is "he rode " repeated ?
What is meant by "faithful" Y by " dauntless " ?

Explain meaning of " brake." Substitute a word
for "stone." Where is the Esk ? What is a "ford"?
"Consented" ; explain.

Pronounce "eallant." Who was the gallant?
Explain meaning of "laggard." What is the dif-
ference between a " dastard" and a " coward' Y

"Bridesmen." Who were they? What is meant
by "kinsmen " ? Parse "hand." What is the dif-

ference between "craven " and " coward" ? Why
did the bridegroom not speak ? Why is he called
"poor " ? Parse " never."

What is the meaning of " wooed" ? of " suit" ?
of " denied" ? What is meant by line two ? Does

the tide flow up the Solway ? " Tis /ost love."

What lost love is meant ? What is meant by lead-

ing a measure ? Why only one cup of wine ?

What is the difference between a goblet and a

cup ? Was it customary for ladies to kiss the cup
of wine? What is the difference between drinking
and quafng? Why is everything done so rapidly?
What is indicated by the sighing of the lady ; by
her b/ushing-? What would cause the smi/e; what
the tear ?

"Form"; why was not " body " used ? What is
a "gal/iard" Tell the difference between "grace"
and " adorn." Explain meaning of "fret," 'fume,"
" bonnet and plume," " dangling." What other
name are " bride-maidens " sometimes called ?

Parse "touch." What is the meaning of "charg-
er" ? Why is "so light" repeated? What is the
difference between "bank" and "scaur"? What
did Lochinvar mean when he said " They'll have
fleet steeds that follow."

Explain meaning of "mount ng," " Lea," "/ost
bride." What is the difference between "racing"
and " chasing" ; " daring" and " dauntless."

With what word does each stanza end? Why ?

QUESTIONS.
I. WilI you kindly analyse the following-Fourth

Reader, page 54 : " Every occurrence in Nature is
preceded by other occurrences which are its
causes." The sentence for analysis is " which are
its causes."-A SUBSCRIBER.

11. (a) Fourth Reader, page 69. To whomdoes
the last stanza refer ?

(b) Fourth Reader, page 98. Who does Burns
mean when he says " My Mary "?

(c) What was the " Council of State " ?
(d) Distinguish between steam and vapor, as

used in lesson entitled, " Clouds, Rains and Rivers."
(e) What is the Literature prescribed for Second

Class, 1890 ?-A SUBSCRIBER.
III. (a) Please state in your paper what vou con-

sider a correct answer for the following question :
Give the grammatical value of the inflections in the
following : " Hand's hands' were sought ; seeks,
seeking, seek."

(b) Kindly answer the following : Give all the in-
flections of " man, he."-MAC.

ANSWERS.

I. The sentence is an adjectival subordinate to
" occurrences"; its subject is "which "; and the
predicate is " are causes," " are" being a verb of in-
complete predication completed by the subjective
complement "causes "; "its " is an attribute of the
complement "causes."

Il. (a) " That young friend of ours," sufficiently
explains.

(b) "Highland Mary" was a young woman whom
Burns ardently admired and whose untimely death
he deplored.

(c) A council of advisers selected by the king to
consider matters referring to the State.

(d) " Steam" is the common name; "vapor of
water" is more peculiarly a scientific term.

(e) See the announcements of Education Depart-
ment in this journal.

III. (a) The word " grammatical" is used in dif-
ferent senses. Of this question we take the mean-
ing to be " what would be the function of the in-
flection in the sentence"? We should therefore
say that in hands the inflection is adjectival to
some word understood ; in hands' the inflection is
both adjectival, denoting the possessive case, and a
sign of plurality ; in were, the inflection denotes
plurality and. past time ; in sought, time of action
is denoted, and if the word be used participially,
quality of action is indicated; in s&eks, person and
number of subject~are denoted ; in seekzng, the in-
completeness of an action is implied though not
stated.

(b) Man, man's, men, men's. He, his, him; they,
theirs, these and them, are strictly not inflected forms
of he, as they are borrowed from the old plural of
that.

WHAT stronger breastplate than a heart undaunted ?
Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just;
And he but naked though lock'd up in steel,
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.

-Shakeseare.

No sword bites so fiercely as an evil tongue.-
Sir P. Sidney.

EVERY step of progress which the. world bas
made has been from scaffold to scaffold, and from
stake to stake.- Wendell Philips.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE direct attention to the announcement of the

merits of the "Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is
our intention to handle this Dictionary in connection
with the JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding,
and the EDUcATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for
85.50, plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are
paid in advance may deduct the amount they paid for
one year, send the balance, and have the book at once.
This gives the party the JOURNAL for &I.oo.

TEACHERS' CONVENTIONS-OCTOBER.
PEEL, at Brampton, October 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
SOUTH GREY, at Durham, October 3rd and 4 th.
EAST HURON, at Brussels, October 1oth and 11th.
WEST VICTORIA, at Woodville, Oct. 1oth and 11th.
Mr. W. Houston, M. A,., Parliamentary Librarian,

will attend the meetings at Durham and Woodville,
and will, in each case, deliver a lecture on the evening
of the first day.

Will Secretaries of Associations, or Public School
Inspectors, have the kindness to forward us programmes
of their meetings, for announcement as above. Also,
wiIl Secretaries please send an epitome of the more
important business transacted, for publication in the
JOURNAL.

Editorial.

TORONTO, OCTOBER 1, 1889.

PHYSICAL vs. INTELLECTUAL
TRAINING.

PROFESSOR RICHARDS, of Yale College, not
long since made a study of the records of 2,425
students, in order to determine, if possible, the
relations of athletics to scholarship. The gen-
eral result reached was that the athletes were
found to fall slightly below the non-athletes in
scholarship, but not to so great an extent as to
justify a demand for the suppression of ath-
lelics in connection with educational institu-
tions. In some branches of athletic exercises
the proficients are above the average of the non-
athletes in scholarship. The Schoolmaster
thinks that "for the slight difference noted be-
tween the two great classes, there may be
greater strength and endurance or physical de-
velopment compensating for the loss of scholar-
ship." Possibly the converse of what is implied
in this view may also be not without weight.
Nature seldom lavishes her various gifts on the
same individual. It is not often that the high-
est mental and the highest physical endowments
are combined in one stu 'ent. One is better
fitted by nature for athletic, another for intellec-
tual achievement, and each is naturally disposed
to give himself most enthusiastically to that in
which he can most easily excel. This means
simply that the class of students who surpass
others in athletics and fall behind them in the
more purely intellectual studies, do so by virtue
of natural or innate tastes and aptitudes. There
is no assurance that they could have done more
in the lecture room had they done less in the
gymnasium.

Professor Richards' induction harmonizes
well with what common observation and com-
mon sense would have led us to expect. In
regard to athletics, as to almost everything else
in life, the "golden mean " is the thing to be
sought. We do not believe the human frame
was ever intended to be as big or as strong as
that of an ox, or that development of muscle
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beyond moderate imits is the true goal of man- After the paradigm has been learned-and this
hood. On the other hand, undue development will not have been done until the pupil has first,
of brain, coupled with an attenuated frame and by actual use of the language in sentences, got
a weak nervous system, presents an almost clear ideas as to the meaning and use of the
equally undesirable combination. Other things inflections-the process of reading the tanguage
beng equal, the man or woman whose bodily will be continued until the learner bas had op-
and mental powers have been trained and exer- portunity by actual observation to make some
cised pari passu, vigorously and persistently, of the generalizations which constitute the rules
will be the man or woman best fitted for all the in question. When his interest bas thus been
higher purposes of life. Everything in the aroused, and the student-habit cultivated and to
shape of a craze for athletics should be frowned some extent rewarded, he will be prepared to make
down, in school or college, with the same reso- such use of the labors of grammarians as the
luteness with which every tendency to excessive teacher may recommend. We doubt if the judi-
mental toil, with its.enfeebling concomitants, neg- cious teacher will even then advise him to waste
lect of rest and physical culture, should be his time and burden his memory by committing
suppressed. A Sullivan with his brute-like indiscriminately, the whole dry mass of minute
biceps, and an over-wrought brain perched upon rules and exceptions provided in the larger grain-
a framework of feeble limbs and feebler mars. In fact, unless when obligs d to cram for
nerves, are about equally useless for the truc an examination, some might doubt the advantage
work of life. of ever learning such rules by rote.

The same choice of methods presents itself in
THE INDUCTIVE METHOI). the study of the syntax of the collective noun in

EI i
ngl sh. i ne unfortunate pupil who is con-A CORRESPONDENT, " N. K.," writing froni peîîed to memorize, as were many of us in theWest Bruce, just before the vacation, took ex- good od days, such phras s as, " Wen a nou

ception to our calling the remarks that were of multitude conveys unity of idea, the verb, etc.,
made at the Teachers' Association in that dis- should b singular," will still find to bis disgusttrict on the "inductive method of teaching " a that the main question, vif., whether a given"vigorous discussion." Perhaps it was not. noun does "convey unity of idea,' lias, after ail,We judged by the newspaper report. to be settled by an act of judgment. The

But our correspondent's main object in writing same rutle may be elicited from any pupiT o
is, lie tells us , average intelligence, by the examination of a few"To get some 'light' on the inductive simple sentences. If these ar constructed bymethod, by your applying it in the following simse ntences. f the re contt bycases :-(,) ' In teaching a pupil the rules for h f so much the better. Few mental pro-
the gender of the third declension in Latin ;, cesses, it seems to us, are casier than that by
(2) i determining the syntax of the collective which an ordinarily active mind will reach thenounin Englsh ; (3) in pointlng out the differ- generalization in question, while the processence between metaphor and alegory. igt itself will be enjoyable, and educative beyondsuggest more cases, but these I deem sufficient." comparison with the memorizing of a rule laidThe tenor of our correspondent's letter, which, down by sone grammarian.
by the way, bas quite an unnecessary tinge of We wonder bow "N. K." bimself teaches the
the " bitterly sarcastic," implies that the subjects difference between metaphor and allegory. Ca 
specified will refuse to lend themselves to the it be that he would first have bis pupil commit
inductive method. We are unable to see that the definitions of each and of al the other figuresthey present any special difficulty. Of course we of speech from some textabook in Rhetoric, and
do not suppose that any intelligent teacher is of pee fo some teokin Rheto and
going to bind himself hand and foot by the then proceed to apply these definitions to spe-inuti method, toh exent fo prev eg cific cases. We have seen such things done.inductive method, to the extent of preventing One of the "educators" at whom "N. K." ishis pupil from judiciously using the facts and disposeo th "ucatorsda wh "N. K." is
generalizations reached by the investigations of dipsd to sneer, would, we fancy, pursue quite
others, along the same lnes in which he is a different course. When figures of speech of
working. the kind indicated were met with in the course

working.of reading, he would simply caîl attention to aTake the first case, that of the gender of Latin few of each of the two kinds referred to, and ask
nouns of the III. Declension. We imagine two bis pupils to point out vherein toey differed.
teachers as typical illustrations of the two meth- This would awaken interest and lead to pieasure
ods. Teacher No. i proceeds in what our cor- able nul aen interes e t ure-
respondent would, perhaps, regard as the good a enta effort, with the result, we venture to
old style. He puts into his pupil's hands a have clearer ideas of the difference betweel
Latin Granmmar, and requires him, after master- ametaphore" and " allegory," than would have
ing the paradigm, to commit to memory a been obtained by any amourt of memorizing v
complicated set of rules, with which are incor- b taindbonym
porated numerous and puzzling exceptions
including long lists of words, for the determina- The teacher who persists in being "a mere
tion of gender. Can a drier, more repelling, driller " rather than an educator, loses for hiri-
and, educationally considered, more worthless self the chief delight of teaching, and robs bis
mental drudgery be imagined ? pupil of the chief joy of learning, by commlenc-

Teacher No. - 2 adopts a different course. ing the educational process at the wrong end.
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THE CHAIR OF METAPHYSICS.

As the time draws near when it will be neces-
sary for the Government to name the successor
to the Chair of Metaphysics and Ethics, made
vacant by the death of Professor Young, con-
siderable anxiety is being felt in educational
circles in regard to the matter. The large num-
ber of applicants, between twenty-five and

thirty, we believe, while in one way it makes the
work of choice more difficult, should, at the same
time, render it all the easier to secure the right
Man, and have this most important Chair worthily
fllled.

We note that a strong deputation representing
graduates of the University waited upon the

Government a few days ago, to urge the

appointment of Mr. Hume, a graduate of the

University, with whom the late Professor is said
to have been especially pleased, and who has

since taken a course of post-graduate study at
Johns Hopkins University. Without personal
knowledge of the merits of Mr. Hume and of
each of the other candidates, it would be pre-
8umptuous to offer an opinion in regard to the
Person who should be appointed. But some of the
grounds on which Mr. Hume's appointment was
urged, while they might be worthy of considera-
tion, and should, perhaps, turn the scale in a case
Where other things were equal, or very nearly so,
do not, it seems to us, of themselves carry much

weight. It was urged, for instance, that he be-
longs to Ontario, is a graduate of Toronto, and is
familiar with the philosophical system of the late
Professor. All will agree, we suppose, that the
one great aim which the Government should
have in mind in making the appointment is to
Secure the ablest and best man for the position.
Beside this, the first two considerations sink into
Comparative insignificance. There is, indeed, a

good deal to be said in favor of the view, that,
Other things being equal, the interests of the
University and of higher education might be
better served by the appointment of one who
bad received a different training from that of the
University, provided it was not inferior, and who
Would bring with him to the work different
rnethods, ideas and ideals from those of his fel-
lOw-professors. It might be urged that thus
would greater variety be brought into the Pro-

fessoriate, and the tendency of all such institu-
tions to move in a rut, and to measure themselves

by themselves, be to some extent obviated.

With regard to the third argument, which
looks to the continuation of Professor Young's

tfetaphysical system, there is, perhaps, more
room for difference of opinion. The point taken

Suggests a very serious aspect of the case. It
Cannot be denied that not only the philosophi-
Cal views, but the very modes and habits of
thought of a teacher of metaphysics and ethics
are of great importance in their bearing upon
the belief, and as a consequence, upon the char-
acter and usefulness of the students who sit
under his instructions. And yet it would be al-
mliost absurd for those res onsible for the appoint-
Ment to determine beforehahd what system of'

philosophy should be taught in the institution, Literary Notes.
and to seek to regulate their appointments ac-

cordingly. The members of the Government The Kindergarten, Chicago, keeps its old
are not more fitted, or more likely to be agreed, friends and continually wins new ones. This
than any other six intelligent men in regard to month's issue is bright, attractive and interest-

the matter. Moreover, the people of Ontario ing, and of real value to those who wish to pro-

have given them no mandate to determine the fit thereby.

system of belief which shall be taught to the THE publishers of St. Nicholas announce that

Young men and women of the country as truth, that popular children's magazine is to b en
n rr larged, beginning with the new volume, which
in regard to these or any other subjects on which opens with November, 1889, and that a new and
opinions of wise men differ. clearer type will be adopted. Four important

There is clearly but one way out of the dilem- serial stories by four well-known American

ma. The Government must make its choice authors will be given during the coming year.

with regard not to the philosophical faith of the SEvEN writers-clergymen, college professors
licants, but solely in view of their character and public men, some of them specialists of

app backnowledged standing-have associated thern-
and intellectual and educational ability. A man selves to discuss special questions of social in-
wedded to the doctrines of a school, or of a pro- terest and import, and to prepare papers to be
fessor, might be the very worst man for such a afterwards given to the public from time to time

position, and that, too, quite irrespective of in the pages of The Century. The writers in-
postion and sthatoo, quit irrespective of clude the Rev. Professor Shields, of Princeton,
whether his system happened to be right or Bishop Potter, of New York, the Rev. Dr. T.
wrong. What the student has a right to ex- T. Munger, of New Haven, the -Hon. Seth Low,
pect in a professor is that he shall, as far as may of Brooklyn, and Professor Ely, of the Johns

be, be master of all systems, and capable of giv- Hopkins University. For each paper the

ing a clear and unbiassed exposition of the lead- author will be responsible, but he will bave had
the benefit of the criticism of the other members

ing principles of each, leaving the student free to of the group before giving it final form. The
draw his own conclusions. The man, if he have opening paper will be printed in the November
mental and moral force will, of course, have his Century.

own views, and will not fear to express them and THE October number of the Po>ular Sc ence
give his reasons for them. But it is not his Monthly is marked by the great variety of its
business, as a professor, to teach his own views, contents. Dr. M. Allen Starr has an illustrated

or seek to impress them upon students, to the article on ' The Old and the New Phrenology."
showing what has been really ascertained about

exclusion of others. the location of the faculties in the brain, and
It was, we believe, the crowning excellence of how the errors of Gall and Spurzheim have

Professor Young as a teacher, that he was thus been exploded. A lively picture of Evolution

able to analyze ail systens im partiaîy, to set as Taught in a Theological Seminary," is given

them forth dispassionately, and to inculcate the by Rollo Ogden, a seminary in New York being
the institution criticised. There is an ent r.

fullest intellectual freedom. As he gave to the taining sketch of " Life at the Cameroons," by
public no authorized exposition of his own views, Robert Muller, M.D. Dr. Robson Roose
it would be unfair and unsafe for those who never writes on " The Art of Prolonging Life," giving

heard his lectures to attempt to criticise them. dvic w ato t are odabodyan ninp and
But we think we speak bythe book wben we saelling wbat length of days may be expected.bye say The article on "Education in Ancient Egypt,'
that, in the opinion of many of those best quali- by F. C. H. Wendel, will surprise many, who
fied to judge, his great merit as a professor rests would not suppose so much information on the
but slightly upon original and positive teaching, subject was obtainable. These are but a few

and very largely upon the impartiality, acumen specimens of its table of contents. [New York :
a. Appleton & Company. Fifty cents a num-

and eloquence with which he expounded and ber, $5 a year.]
criticised the systems of others. THE Atlantic Monthly, for October, opens

with a generous instalment of Mr. Bynner's
serial, "The Begum's Daughter," which the

AN excellent maxim in school, as in family London Spectator pronounces "a very powerful
government, is, never punish for the conse- story." William Cranston Lawton contributes

quences of wrong conduct. It is a very neces- an article on "The Closing Scenes of the
Iliad," which is of special interest to all classi-

sary maxim for both parents and teachers. How cal scholars, not only for his account of the
often is an act of carelessness or disobedience closing scenes, but for his judicious remarks on

suffered to pass unnoticed so long as no harm the character and composition of the Iliad. A

comes of it. But so soon as the child lets fall paper which just now will be read with great

bas been forbidden to interest by a large circle of readers is one upon
and breaks he article he hthe late President Woolsey, by Prof. J. H.
touch, or does some injury by his careless habits, Thayer, of Harvard. It is an admirable des-
he is often ruthlessly punished. It should be cription of a thoroughly admirable man. L. D.

unnecessary to point out that the wrongfulness Morgan writes of " Ladies, and Learning," with

of the act is in no wise increased by the conse- reference to the old idea entertained concerning
the education of women and the much broader

quences that may follow it. and truer ideas which now prevail. There are
several othei articles of interest in the number,

BEAUTIFUL hands are those that do deeds that including three poems, reviews of some import
are noble, good and true. ant new books, and the usual variety in the
' OUR own heart, and not other nmen's opinions, Contributors' Club. [Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,
forms our true honor.-co/eî i e. Boston 1
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Primary Department.

FAITH IN CHILDREN.

BY RHODA LEE.

IT bas been said by one who understands we
the art of management, " that it is not what yo
compel children to do but what you persuade tbei
to do, that shows your ability as a teacher." Ther
is no special virtue or advantage in a stronger wi
being able to influence or subdue a weaker, for ofte
in forcing a child to do right, we create in him
distaste and antipathy toward good that will resu
merely in a violent reaction when beyond ou
control.

Do not mistake this persuasiveness for the wea
coaxing and pampcring with which sone childre
are treated, but recognize in it the numerous arti
fices which have been referred to as the spokes o
our schoolroom " tact-wheel." Let us conside
faith or confidence in our pupils as a second an
very important element of tact, and note sone o
its advantages and uses in regard to school work.

To obtain the best workfron a person, we mus
think the best of him. This is specially true iî
regard to children. Do not undervalue their abili
ties but rather err by overrating them. Great expec
tations are generally productive of great results.

If there is any teacher who will demoralize
class, it is the one who constitutes herself somewha
of a police-officer or detective in the school.

It was once my misfortune to be in a senior clas
where the teacher had the decidedly erroneous idea
that the aim and desire of every girl in the rooir
was to take advantage of ber, and deceive heiwhenever she had the opportunity. In fact, or
several occasions she informed herscholars that "she
didn't think there was an honest girl in the class
You can readily imagine the contempt in which she
was held by the majority of ber pupils and how
little love or co-operation there was in that room.
The "unprincipled" did their utmost, and the
teacher, taking no pains to either expose or prevent
them, denounced honest and dishonest alike.

There were girls in that room who were the
very essence of honesty and uprightness, and they
resented this treatment bitterly. A little boy, having
been placed in a new school, and being asked by
his brother how he liked it, replied that " it wasn't
any use trying to be good in that room for she
thouglit we were a/l bad."

We do not think there are many acting on that
principle now. We all feel too keenly the potency
of faith anrd trust in our children. Do not suspect
your pupils but rather repose in them the highest
confidence possible. Tell them you will never fail
to trust them, until they have proved themselves
unworthy.

Some may think this far too high a position to
take in the primary grade, and say that there is,
just here, a possibility of falling moto very grave
error. There is, it is true. A great many children
have little or no moral training at home, and to
trust these children implicitly, without any test as to
theirhonestywouldbe decidedly wrong. They would
be likelyto deceive when possible,and in the practice
of these petty deceits it rnay be their character,
instead of being improved, would be irretreivably
ruined.

The error therefore, that we may fall into is the
lack of vigilance. There must be the daily, hourly
lessons of uprightness and honesty, and the steady
implanting and cultivation of the love of truth.
And while we need not make our suspicions known,
we may indirectly investigate any matter and test
the honesty of our pupils, without allowing them to
think for a moment that our respect for them bas
waned or our faith wavered. It may be that some
of these children never hear a kind or encouraging
word at home. No one "believes" in then at
home, no one bas any faith in their ability to do
much of anything. But they come to school after
seven years spent in that pitiable home, and when
some good noble-hearted girl takes them in hand
and in an earnest little talk tells them what she
thinks they are going to do, and how she " believes »l
in them, they feel that little self-respect that they
never had before stealing into their hearts, and they
determiie they are not going to disappoint their
teacher. Cultivate belief in your pupils and their
desire to be worthy of your trust will grow in pro-
portion.

No teacher will ever be troubled with roughnes
or rudeness, who appears before ber class a goo
example of a lady, letting ber pupils know that sh
believes they all wish, and understand how to b
ladies or gentleman at school as well as at home
Our little folks love to be placed " on their honor,
bllut resent being watched, if they think the watchiný

u is for the purpose of finding fault or detectiný
m offences. By numerous little illustrations the
e might be made to see the object of our vigilance.
Il bave on several occasions said to my class, " Yoi
n notice children, that I look at your work, and watc
a you considerably, but it is not because I think yoi
[t don't want to do right. Oh, no, scbool is just lik
ir going across a stream on stepping-stones. None o

you want to slip off into the water, but have t
k watch you, just to see that you always step in thi
n centre of the largest and safest stone. I am ber

to help you across the stream, taking the way tha
,f I am sure you always want to follow, the happý
r way of the upright and honest."
d Two incidents which came immediately undei
f my notice, proved to me the advisability and duty

of belief and confidence in children.
t In a certain Model school in our Province,

teacher happening to be absent, a student was sen,
to take charge of the class. The scholars were

- what might be termed models of good bebavioui
and good work. The moment she entered the room
she began to look about in a suspicious way and

t threaten all kinds of dire punishment to anyone whc
offended or transgressed any of the rules. This
was such unusual treatment that some of " the
spirits " began to grow rebellious, and before the
morning was over she had lost ber control, and

r had to ask assistance from the Principal.
There was another division in this school in

which the teacher had great trouble and which was
as a rule very difficult to manage, but in ber absence
one day, a student of a very different type was sent
to the class.

Her first movement was to tell the class in ber
truthful, whole-hearted way, how little she knew of
them, but how much she expected, and how anxious
she was to see all the good motives she knew they
had, acted upon while she was with them. Before
her inspiring little address was concluded the boyswere all in a somewhat worshipful frame of mind,and the girls, apparently bent on pleasing ber, were
ready to act on her slightest suggestion. It goes
without saying, that she had very little trouble with
ber class.

We are doing in school a great work of mmd-
expanding and knowledge-giving, but what we need
most just now is more of the lifting-up process. M eneed to attend to the moral as gell as the mental
faculties.

Honor to those whose words and deeds,
Tbus help us in our daily needs,
And by tbeir overflow
Raise us from what is low."

And in no more potent way can we raise our
children than by heightening their self-respect. But
to do this we nust have confidence in them, and
reliance on their desire, in every emergency, to
choose and do the right.

Place always before your little folks a high ideal,rouse their ambition to reach it, foster this ambition
by your faith in them, and be assured that this part
of your discipline w ill never be lost, but will leave
its impress upon your children throughout their

--ves.

OBJECT LESSON FOR OCTOBER.
BY RHODA LEE.

As in every lesson we investigate and study new
objects it is not so necessary in this work as in
some others to have novelty and variety in our
methods. Yet even object lessons are apt to grov
monotonous and lose their interest for us, if there
is always that certain sameness which must follow
a similarity in plan.

In the lowest classes we cannot have much slate
work in connection with these lessons, but in the
more advanced divisions we may give the scholars
an outline to fill in on their slates. Let them mark
off five columns heading them in the following-
manner. What we discover about the- ,by:

îst. Looking.
2nd. Feeling.
3rd. Tasting.
4th. Smelling.

s Leave the fifth column for extra remarks.
d After having completed their investigations and
e thus systematized their discoveries take the same
e p!an on the black-board and draw from the class, intheir best language the substance of their slate

work.
g We might take this month, 1st. Grapes, as we
g can easily provide each scholar with a little of this
y fruit so plentiful just now.
I 2nd. Pumpkin seeds. Suggest this lesson to yourj scholars a few days before having it and they will
h provide you liberally with the seeds.
u 3rd. Some late flower such as the Marigold,e Balsam or Wild Aster.
f

CALISTHENICS.
t BY ARNOLD ALCOTT.

y SINCE it bas been decided that pbvsical exercise
is beneficial to tbe scholars, botb pbysically and

r morally, let us proceed to find out to which parts of
the body we should devote our attention.

The position assumed in school is not always as
t erect as it should be, and we, as teachers, should
t exert moral force enoug ' t get an upright position

whben possible. But such position cannot always be
had because of tbe nature of tbe lesson. Then
again, the pupil leads a sedentary life. Therefore,
it is obvious, that tbat part of tbe body contanng
tbe vital organs, the heart and the lungs, especially
demands exercise. To tbe strengtbening and build-
ing up of the cbest, then, should we devote a part
of the time ; and for this purpose we will give a few
bints as to bow the following exercise, which is
taken from the Manual of Drill and Calisthenics, by
James L. Hughes, should be taught.

ist. Arm and chest exercise :

One. Hands clenched and thrown forcibly back as
high as the shoulders, elbows near the sides, nails
to the front.

Two. Tbrow them as high as possible.

Three. Bring them back to the shoulders as in
one.

Four. Bring them to the sides.

Before commencing, teacher gives the comm
Stand up. A l commands should be given in a

low, definite tone, with a pause between the first
part, i.e., the cautionary word; and the second part,z.e., the executive word. Also, more force should be
put on the latter. Now that the class are standing,the teachers should see that they are in the position
of attention, i.e., with the heels together, the toes
turned out at an angle of forty-five degrees, the
palms of the hands close to the clothes at the sides,the thumbs close to the forefingers, the eyes front
and the head erect.

Teacher should then tell the class to watch ber,and she should pattern the first part of the exercise
i.e., she should clench ber hands tight/ly, place ber
thumbs horizontally across ber fingers, touching thesecond finger, then she should bring ber elbows c/oseto ber sides, raise the forearms parallel to the upperarms, the clenched hands should touch the bodywith the knuckles in the rear.

The teacher should, without having made anyverbal explanation, tell the class that she wantsthem to do as she bas just patterned for them.
Teacher gives command, "one." Pupils imitate,
some correctly, while others fail.

ERRORS.

We will point out the errors which will be most
likely to occur, hoping that the teacher will exert
special care to have the minutie of the motionscorrectly performed. If we do not heed the minor
points how are we to expect to succeed in the moreintricate movements. Mistakes are made regarding

(a) the position of the thuónbs.
(b) ' " "4 elbows.
(c) " " " knuck'es.
(d) " " hands in relation to thechest.
Do not tell the pupils that the elbows should beclose to the sides, the thumbs across the fingers,the hands touching the body with knuckles in rear,and so on, but proceed scientifically, and /eadthern /0 discover their ownfau/ts.

CORRECTIONS, HOW MADE.
In some such way as follows, i.e., by suggestive

questions, we are able to place our pupils on the
right track.
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Teacher.-" I am going to do the motion in two
Ways. Those of you, if any, who notice a difference
between the first and the second way, let me know."
Teacher then takes one part of the motion, say that
of clenched hands, and does it, first without clench-
I1g tightly, and without placing the thumbs across
the fingers. Then again, the second time, she closes
the hands tightly and places the thumbs across.

leacher ."Those who noticed a difference ?"
Pupils raise (at the full extent of the arm), the
riht hand. In passing, I may say that I insist on
the right hand being raised, because I believe that
this gives a definite uniformity in the class, which
't is well to arrive at in 1 I e things, if we wish to
Obtain it in the more important.

Teacher.-" What difference did you notice?"
Pufi.- "You did not put your thumb in the

sarne place both times."
"You did not close your fist tightly both times."
Then tbe teacber tells that tbe second way was

rigbt, and immediately does the motion again. We
do the exercise correctly, the latter t.ime in prefer-
ence to the former time, because the memory retains
the latter impression more vividly than the former.
Plso, we deal only with the thumb and finger mo-
tions at this stage, because we believe in following
out that very important principle of teaching, viz.,

Teach one thing at a time." We must insist tbat
the hands be tightly clenched, as there is a distinct
exercise in this one action.

" The human mind is finite," and the minds with
Which we bave to deal, have not yet arrived at
rnaturity. Therefore, how important is it that we
never forget to "proceed from the simple to the
.oniplex." Having led our children to find out the

rght, it is our duty to see that they do it.
Let us go on to the next error, viz., that of the posi-

tion of the elbows. The teacher proceeds as be_
fore, and the first time does not put the elbows close
to the sides, but lets them stick out. The second
time they are brought close to the sides. Children
are then appealed to, and the difference detected,
and the right method is impressed. Now, in a simi-
lar manner, develop that the hands are to slightly
touch the chest. Teach one sub-division of a mo-
tion at a time. Thus, division " one " of this exer-
cise has at least four sub-divisions as will be seen
froIn the errors which bave been pointed out. Do
not leave division " one" until it is done fairly well

y your class.
Now, give your pupils a change from this physical

WOrk, and tell them to watch you while you do
another part of this exercise. Division two : When
the corimmand "Iwo" is given, bring the arms smartly
from position at "I one," and raise them vertically,
the hands still remaining clenched. Now, tell class
tg do " two." And then correct as before, by get-
ting differences pointed out. The errors in this
notion will be that the arms will not be thrown
ertica; y from the shoulders, but will be in a slant-

'g Position. Remember the pedagogical maxim,
Proceed from the known to the unknown," and

refer to telegraph poles, trees, etc., to get the correct
Position. Then have one" and "two" repeated,
and teach part number " three," which is simply
nunber "two" over again. Then give command

,ne," followed by "two," and then by "three"
Then show the class that "four " is bringing the
hands to the sides, but the hands are not to be
opened until the exercise is to be stopped. Thus, if
the first exercise be done five times they are not to be
opened the first, the second, the third, or the fourth
tilne ; but the fifth time the teacher gives the com-
!nand, " steady," and then the pupils open the hands,
Just as in the position when in attention.

In the system of physical culture, known as Dr.
Sargent's System, it is shown that 4 it is in synmetry,
'lot in ýmmensity of strength, that hea/th lies."

SYMPATHY BETWEEN BODY AND MIND.
We remember the old aphorism, " The face is the

index of the mind." If we thoroughly grasp and
truly feel the meaning of it, then I think we will put
forth intense efforts to secure for slouching Tom,
for swaggering Charlie, and for awkward Katie, a
se/fiose, and a freedom of muscular movement,
which will have a beneficial reflex influence on the
nmental and moral life within.
. Dr. Pratt, in an article entitled "GymnasticDrill,"

the Popu'ar Educator, a few months ago, con-
udes with these remarks :-She says that "the
st service we can do our pupils is to teach them

to look upon their bodies as mere servants for the

Ego within; to know that these bodies may be
trained to be attentive, obedient, quick to respond
to the slightest call of the soul within."

" The study of no book, I am sure, can give our
pupils more really useful knowledge, more helpful
hints, more trustworthy guidance in life, than the
right study of that flesh-bound volume-self"

Let us, as teachers, look into the future of our
scholars, and

" When the world shall link their names
With gracious lives and manners fine
Assert our claims, and proudly whisper
These were mine."

Schoo/-Room MVethods.

A LESSON THAT GREW.
BY SARAI L. ARNOLD, SAR AT, GA SPRI GS, N. Y.

THERE has been much discussion of late in regard
to the propriety of narrowing our school vocabulary
to make ourselves understood by little children, by
translating good English into the language of baby-
hood. It has been asked, and with reason, whether
such belittling is not rather a hindrance than a belp
to true growth.

Miss Oddways has been thinking about it. While
considering the Pros and cons, she gave a lesson in
a primary class. The lesson was nominally a mem-
ory exercise, a part of every Friday afternoon being
given to committing to nemory some suitable selec-
tion. What would be "suitable" was the vexed
question. Miss Oddways thought.

Leaving unceremoniously the carefully graded
rhymes, in which array " Twinkle, twinkle, little
star," Little drops of water," "You'd scarce expect
one of my age," etc., asserted their well-proved
appropriateness, she proceeded boldly into the
class-room, accompanied simply by a few stanzas of
Tennyson's "Song of the Brook."

Tbe children were waiting. " Let us sing," said
Miss Oddways. They sang, as happily as children
will. Then Miss Oddways bade them watch her as
she wrote upon the board,-

" The Song of the Brok."
The five little words grew rapidly beneath her

fingers. The bright eyes read as rapidly, and hands
testified to quick thought.

" Who can read the naine of the song we are to
learn to-day?"

Everybedy could; and everybody wanted to read
it aloud. That done, they looked to see the song,
but met a question instead.

" How many ever saw a brook ?"
Everybody in the room ; and everybody wanted

to tell. Little brooks and large brooks, brooks in
the fields and brooks in the woods,-they knew.
They had fished in them, picked flowers beside
them, waded in the shallow places. There was no
dearth of enthusiasm in regard to brooks.

" How many of you ever heard a brook sing?"
Some looked their wonder. One ventured to

voice his incredulity in the proper circumflex.
"Sing, Miss Oddways!" But one blessed cbild of
intuition (that there are some such in every school
Miss Oddways thankfully remembered), answered
with kindling eyes, " Oh, I know what you mean !
The sound the brook makes when it runs over the
stones and the rough places !" Then they ahl knew.

" Let us listen," said Miss Oddways, "and see if
we remember it so well that we can almost hear it
now." Breaking the hush that followed, she asked,
" Would you like to learn a song that sounds so like
the brook that you almost think you hear the brook
speaking the words ?"

A chorus of assent came as she turned to the
board.

"Icamefrom- "

she began. " That is the beginning. Who knows
where the brooks come from ? "

They knew,-the wise little people. They knew
where brooks were found in the fields and the
woods ; and where in the still woods, might be
found their very beginnings. Some had been there,
and knew how still and wild the places were. They
watched eagerly while Miss Oddways finished the
line,-

"J come front haunts of cool and hern."
The " coot and hern " were discussed then. The

children knew something of them both, and Miss

Oddways added to their knowledge. Then they
found that, knowing where the brooks come from,
and knowing, too, the habits of the coot and hern,
they knew what "haunts" were. So they were
ready to read the line together.

"I make a sudden sall,"
wrote Miss Oddways. Drawing a line under "sally,"
she told them its meaning, and used it in other
ways until the children understood.

" Now I have told you about one word ; you may
tell me about the other," she said, underlining
"sudden," also.

"It means quick," volunteered Bennie.
"I wonder if this was a still brook or a noisy

brook," said Miss Oddways.
" It couldn't be very still if it was singing," Jamie

thinks for the class.
" What makes some brooks still, while others

sing ?"
"Oh " cried Bennie, "the fast ones sing!"
"Bennie may tell us what the brook says, in his

own words."
It came after judicious questioning. "I come

from.the woods where the coot and hern stay, and
I run ail at once out of the dark woods into the
field."

" H ow many ever saw a brook when the sun shone
on it? How did it look?"

They fastened on many good words before
"sparkle" came. Upon its advent Miss Oddways
wrote, -

" And sparkle out among the-"
They knew. Flowers and ferns and stones and
bushes. There was not time to talk long enough.

" Fern,"
the teacher wrote, adding,

" To bicker down a valley."
They knew that brooks found low places, and so
were ready for " valley." They knew that no brook
chose a path as straight as an arrow, but wou d and
wavered and trembled in its course. So they learned
what " bicker " meant.

Then they repeated together the first stanza of
the song.

"'Tis surprising," said Miss Oddways, " how
nuch these children know. They are born poets,
and we feed them on shavings. I'm almost ready
to believe they could have written 'The Song of the
Brook' thenselves. Any way, they can sing it if
we give them a chance. I don't know why we
should dilute poetry until it cannot be recognized as
such, when they appreciate the real thing. I'm not
sure that I shall not go to the children to be taught.
I shall think about it."- The Anerican Teacher.

NOTATION AND NUMERATION.
BY J. S. SPdAR.

I HAVE heard teachers complain that they find it
difficult to teach notation and numeration.

I have found it easy and interesting. I will sup-
pose that the pupils have a knowledge of aIl two-
place numbers, for I think no teacher has any great
difficulty in teaching these numbers.

I place some familiar number on the board, as
47, and ask , " N bat is this ? " " Forty-seven."
(Placing 2 on the left) " what is it now?" " Two
hundred forty-seven."

I follow by numerous sinilar examples till ail
three-place numbers composed wholly of digits are
fixed. Note the fact that the third place from the
right is hundred's place.

Then, having a familiar number, by placing the
same digit in unit's place, directly under the num-
ber already written, thus :

247.

"What is this ?" "Seven " (placing o at the
left.)

247

07
" What is it now ?" Probably the class will hesi-

tate. Then explain that o in no way changes the
value of the number, but that it is still seven.

(Placing 2 in hundred's place)
247

207

"What is it now ?" "Two hundred seven."
Then call the attention to the two numbers, noting
similarity and difference. In the saine way develop
240. Follow by thorough drill in reading ail com-
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binations of three places. I teach notation in the
same order. Direct the class to " write seven."
" Make it forty-seven." " Make it two hundred
forty-seven." " Change it to make it two hundred
forty." " Erase to make it forty."

When perfectly familiar with the notation and
numeration of ail three-place numbers I procèed to
thousands.

Beginning in the saine manner with a number
that is already known, as 247.

" What is this ?" "Two hundred forty-seven"
(placing 3 on the left). " \N bat is it now?" " Three
thousand two hundred forty-seven " (fixing the fact
that the fourth place is thousands) U hen ready
to go on, place another figure on the left, as 6.
" \ bat is it now ? " " Sixty-three thousand two
hundred forty-seven." The next step is gained by
placing still another figure on the left, as 4. I" bat
is it now ?" " Four hundred sixty-three thousand,
etc." And so on as far as it is desirable to carry
the work. At each step change one or more of the
digits to o, as, when 3247 bas been learned, write
3047 under it. If the class hesitates, cover the left
two figures, then pointing to the remaining two,
ask : l" s bat is this ? " " Forty-seven." Then,
pointing to the 3, " what is this ?" "Three thous-
and." " Then what is aIl of it?" " Three thous-
and forty-seven." Then place 3007 under the last
number learned and develop in saine mianner.-
Educational Gazette.

For Friday AfIernoon.

RESOLUTION.
IF you've any task to do,
Let me whisper, friend, to you,

If you've anything to say,
True and needed, yea or nay,

If you've anything to love,
As a blessing fromî above

If you've anything to give,
That another's joy may live,

Do i/.

Say it

Lo/iw, il.

Give it.

If some hollow creed you doubt,
Though the whole world hoot and scout, )oubt it

If you know what torch to light,
Guiding others through the night, Liht it.

If you've any debt to pay,
Rest you neither night nor day, Pay il

If you've any joy to hold
Next your heart, lest it get cold, Ho d it.

If you've any grief to meet,
At the loving Father's feet, .Jeet it.

If you're given light to see
What a child of God should be, See it.

Whether life be bright or drear,
There's a message sweet and clear
Whispered down to every ear- Hear it.

-Harper's Magazine.

BEING A MAN.
I CAN tell you how to be a man-

This is the way to begin:
Stop saying, "I can't," and say "Ican,"-
March up to your work with a good stiff chin-

That is the way to begin.

If you mean to be a man, you know
You must do the best you can.

When the tempter comes,you must speak up, "No/"
He'll take to bis heels if you talk to him so
I've tried it myself, and that's how I know,

For I'n going to be a man !

Yes, no more whining nor tears for me
I've left themî out of my plan ;

No falsehood, no words profane or low
I turn my back on aIl that, you know,

When I start to be a man.
- H. H. M., in Conmmon School Education.

BOYS WANTED.

,BOYS of spirit, boys of will,
Boys of muscle, brain and power,

Fit to cope with anything,
These are wanted every hour.

Not the weak and whining drones,
Who ail troubles iagnify ;

Not the watchword of'" I can't,"
But the nobler one, "l'Il try."

Do whate'er you haye to do
' ith a true and earnest zeal

Bend your sinews to the task,
" Put your shoulder to the wheel."

Though your duty may be liard,
Look not on it as an ill

If it be an honest task,
Do it with an honest will.

In the workshop, on the farn,
At the desk, where'er you be

From your future efforts, boys,
Comes a nation's destiny.

A RUSSIAN FABLE FOR REPRODUCTION.
ONCE upon a time the elephant was a great fav-

orite with the lion. AIl the beasts in the forest be-
gan to talk about it and wonder what reason the
lion had for taking such a fancy to the elephant.
"Lt is no beauty ; it is not amusing ; and it bas no
manners," they said to each other.

" If it had such a bushy tail as mine," said tlie
fox, " it would not be so strange."

" Or if it had such claws as mine," said the bear.
But it bas no claws at all."
" Perhaps it is the tusks which the lion bas mis-

taken for horns," said the ox.
" Is it possible," said the donkey, shaking its cars,

"that you don't know why the elephant is so el
liked ? Why I have known all the time. It is be-
cause it has such long cars "-rcan

J-fints and Hels.

TRY IT.
ONE of the greatest hindrances to success in

school work is the lack of thought on the part of
the pupils. They do not know whether they knowwhat they know or not, and any tactics that will
make theni think are welcome. We saw a super-
intendent in a primary school one day, when he had
asked a simple question which was answered at
randon, place this example upon the board:

2 boys,
3 geese, How many heads have these?
4 wagons, How many tongues ?
2 ducks, How nany legs?
3 bedsteads, J

We thought it trifling at first, but he made one of
the best of school exercises out of it.-American
Teacher.

TO CURE IMPERFECT ENUNCIATION.

PUHILs who have a tendency to slur should be
made to read iany tinies sentences similiar to the
following :

She bas lost her ear-ring.--She bas lost her
bearing.

He lives in a nice house.-He lives in an ice
bouse.

Let aIl men bend low.-Let tall men bend low.
He saw two beggars steal.-He sought to beg or

steal.
This hand is clean.--This sand is clean.
He would pay nobody.-He would pain nobody.
That lasts till right.-That last still night.

SYNONYMS.
PUT the following on the blackboard and let your

pupils tell in writing the distinction between the
words and use them correctly in sentences :

i. Did you conceal or dissemble the truth?
2. Was the incident laughable or ludicrous ?
3. Are you content or satisJied with what you get?
4. Are you content or satisfied with what you

bave.

5. Was his opinion contemptuous or contemptible?
6. Did he display fallantry, intrepidity,fottitude

or heroism in bis suffering ?
. 7. Was it vexation or mortifcation you displayed
m your disappointment ?

8. Is, " We learn to do by doing," an adage, ama.r im, a proverb, or an ai iom ?
9. Where you Prejudiced, biased oiWredisposed in

your opinion of the case?
10. Are those who pretend to be what they are not

hypocrites or dissemblers.

IN COMPOSITION WRITING.

I have found it of the greatest help to read an
interesting story in the usual way Vn Friday after-
noon, and ask the children to bring"it written out on
Monday morning. This weekly exercise is always
corrected by myself at home. The following method
I have generally found successful : The exercise

î should consist of (i) short essays on familiar sub-
jects, (2) reproducing narratives and letters. To
these may be added the summaries oflessons, para-
phrasing of easy poetry, and synopsis of any book
they may have read. Two things must be speciallY
attended to in these exercises, nanely, neatness and
accuracy. A let ter should occasionally be written 01
the black-board by the teacher as a model for the
pupils, showing the form, how to begin and end it,
how to write the address, etc.

FOR TARDINESS.

Are you ever annoyed by having your pupils corne
into the school late in the morning ? If you are, try
something like this : Clip an interesting story fron
a newspaper ; paste it upon card-board ; cut intO
short paragraphs ; distribute among the pupils,
(first number the paragraphs). This plan gives
eacb one an exercise in reading, too. Sometiies,
I give themî what we call " dig " questions: We
cal] them this because it takes so much searchingtO
find the answers. My pupils work diligently to find
the answers, and are anxious to give their answers;This exercise is the first after the " Lord's- Prayer.'
Sometimes .we have information lessons for a
change. I am not troubled with tardy pupils.

FOR CURING RESTLESSNESS.
There are always in every school bright childrenl

who finish their work before the others, and then
are ripe for mischief. For this class I have been
placing on the board topics from the daily news Of
the day. For instance, selecting some item fromn
the newspaper embodying some interesting fact, Iwrite this item on the board with a few suggestive
questions, and as we have an excellent reference
lbrary at our command, I have those who have
finished their regular work look up the question5

and give the result to the school in a few moments
which I reserve for this purpose. I then supply ina brief talk whatever is lacking that seems to be iln-
portant. I am often quite surprised at the abilitY
shown in writing and the interest manifested by thechildren. It also creates an interest at home, asfind by the statement prefaced by " Papa says."The crying need of children is for something todo. Supply this need by the right kind of work,
and the children are happier and better and the
cases of discipline will diminish to a wonderful
degree. Central School Journal.

W tig thoroaqhlv iaughiH OR iil or AINrsD-naiiy
1tuations procured allf by n cornpeteie.

dendforcircular. W. L.CiIAFFEE,Oswego,N.Y.

CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS, HAY
FEVER.

A NEW HOME TREATMENT.

SUFFERERS are not generally aware that these di5ea«g
are contagious, or that they are due to the presence
living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose andeustachian tubes. Microscopic research, however, ha
proved ibis to be a fact, and the result is that a simplernmedy bas been formulated whereby catarrh, catarrh.1
deafness and hay fever are perma ently cured in from O16
to three simple app.ications made at home by the patient
once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal dischargeO
pe uliar to females (whites) ihis remedy is a specific. A
pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent on receiPt

of ten cents by A. H. Dixon & Son, 303 West King St.,roronto, Canada. -Sientiflc American.

Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully reidthe above.
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EJLISH -GOilPOSITllJ.
Xodern. Practical.

Thorough. Methodical.,

A New Book, by a Practical Teacher, for use
In Composition Classes in the Publie

and High Schools of Canada.
This book contains oo lessons, each lesson consisting

t four exercises, and each exercise being composed on
e average of eight questions or examples. There areus Within its covers about 3,20o questions for classp rk. The exercises are properly graded for use in theoujls.Schools and in the ju- ior formas of the [ligh

OVE HUNDRED LESSONS IN COMPOSITION
5 having a rapid sale in both Canada and the United
tates. In many schools the book has been adopted asR text, and the testimony of such schools is that it is

'lsurpassed as a time-saver, rendering unnecessary anyPeparation of exercises by the teacher or any dictationof Work to the class.
pr. Variety, Interest, Practicality and Method the

Pri .13 unsurpassed. Its author, W. H. HUSTON, M.A.,
] nlipal of Woodstock College (lately First English

aEster Toronto Collegiate Institute), and editor of theglish Clunn o' the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, isWidely known as a teacher of experience.

PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS.
Send your order to the publishers and receive theok. post-laid, by return mail. Address,

Grip Printing and Publishing Co., Publishers,
28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

Method of
Learnin>.g

to
WVrite 1lell

is to

t80Ur8 Elliott's Compendium of Penmanship.
ALL DIRECr FROM THE P. N.

et s of a large number of well-writte, exercices, copies,
ýts* combinations, signalu es, written card . flourishing, etc.,

PRICE Si.
ry teacher shou'd have one. No student should be without a
Just the thing for the self-learner. Costs but a dollar, and1 worth $îoo to you. Addresses, Resolutions, etc., hand-

Y Yengrossed ail prices. Circulars free. Address W. J.0,0OT Strafford, Ont.
te tîloRues of the Central Business College, Strafford, wiii

p'plicants; addess, W. H. SHAw, Principal.

Special Offers.
We Will send The Educational Journal three months

an'd Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$1.o.
e Will send The Educational Journal four monthsand Williams' Composition and Practical English,

Wipaid, for $t.oo.
Will send The Educational Journal one year and

Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.oo.
Will send The Educational Journal one year and
illiams' Composition and Practical Englhsh, post-

Paid, for $2.00
e Will send The Educational Journal one year and

orcester's Dictionary (Ful Sheep), for $9.50.
Will send The Educational Journal one year andthe Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), for

Wi5-50.
e Will send The Educational Journal one year and

Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $11.50.
e Will send The Educational journal one year and
'PPincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $1.50.

The Educational Journal,
GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO.

T RP S A sa~eYouwill

u~l.~mu mm : t moe, trou.'
C E. 0 andC'RE

F E 9 IG S Catarrh or
T -O T - .O T ypepia

by using
our remedv. Sent to any address free of cha-ge nn receipt o price.
Address, Remedy Co., 170 King Street West, Toronto.

STUDY. LATIN and GREEK at sight. UïeH the " Interlinear-Classics." Sa-nplc page and
Catalogue of School Books fre-. C. DESILVER & SoNs, No. L. .
1102 Walnut Street, Philade'phia, Pa.

ONTARIO VETERINARY COLLEGE
36 to 42 Temperance Street, Toronto.

MOST SUCCESSFUL INSTITUTION IN AMERICA,
Particulars sent in Annual Announcement.

PRINCIPAL, - PROF. SMITH, F.R.C.V.S.

LINT NORMAL COLLEGE,'MicN
sExpe. le. than at any schoo in Michigan. Un.

rpa ne win. Yon can enter at any time andctscre f d to suit you. Thirteen courses f study. No vacation,
Send for circulars and talogue. G. S. KIMBALL. Pre.

NORTE AMERICAN Lif E
ASSURANCE COMPANY.

Head Office, - - 22 to 28 King Street West, Toronto.
Inmorpora/ed by Special .Act of Dominion JParliamen/.

F~TJLL G.O~VERNMENT DEPOSIT..

Hon. Alexander Mackenzie, M. P., Ex-Prime Minister of Canada, PRESIDENT.

Hon. A. Morris, John L. Blaikie, VICE PRESIDENTS.

le ISSUES ALL APPROVED FORMS OF LIFE AND ENDOWNENT POLICIES, ALSO ANNUITIES,

Two things most desired in Life Insurance are the certainty of protection in early death and profit in longlife. These are combined in the Company's Srmi-ToNTINE INVEST[MENT PoLIcY. Agents wanted in all unrepre.sented districts.

WILLIAM McCABE, Managing Director.

CLIM -IKABE-DII

WITHOUT MEDICINE.
Dur appliance8 act as

peiject Absorbents by de-
8troying the germs of
disease and removing ail

All diseases are suc-
essfldly treated by

CORRESPONDENCE,

Impuriies from the as our goods can be ap-
body. im e plied at home.

STILL ANIOTHER NEW LIST.
Senator A. E. Botsford, Sackville, ad Mrs. J. Swift, 87 Agnes at., Sciatica for

vises everybody to use Actina for failinig years, perfectly cured in 6 weeks.
eyesight. Chas. Cosens, P.M., Trowbridge, general

Miss Laura Grose, 166 King w., Granu- Nervous Debility, now enjoys good health.
lated Eye Lid ; cured in 4 weeks. Thomas Bryan, 371 Dundas et., general

Rev. Chas. IHole, Halifax, is happy to D 3 bility, improved from the first day, now
testify to the benefits received fron perfectly cured.
Butterfly Belt and Actina. Wm. Cole, G.T.R., fireman, oured of

A. Rogers, tobacconist, Adelaide west, Liver and Kidney troubles.
declares Actina worth $100. A. E. Colwell, engraver, city, Rheuma.

Miss Flora McDonald, 21 Wilton Ave.. tiam in the knees, oured.
misses a large lump from her hand of 13 J. A. T. Ivy, oured of nightly omissions
years standing. in 6 weeks.

S. Floyd, 119J Portland et., Liver and Yotir Belc and Suspensory oured me of
Kidneys and Dyspepsia cured. Impotency, writes G. A.

G. R. Glassford, Markdale, Sciatica and Would not be .without your Belt and
Dyspepsia cured in 6 weeks ; 15 years Suspensory for $50, says J. McG.
standing. For General Nervous Debility your

Mrs. McKay Ailsa Craig, after suffering Butterfly Belt and Suspensory are cheap
13 years, our Sciatica Belt cured her. at any price.

" H. S." says Emissions entirely ceased. Have not felt no well In 20
years. THEsE LETTERs ON FiLr.

CATARER Impossible under the influence of Actina. ACTINA will
cure ail Dise.sses of the Eye. Given on 15 days trial.

Combine Beit and Suspensory only $5. Cure
certain. No Vinegar or Acide used.

Mentien this Paper. IIlatrated Beek and Jeurnal FEE.

W. T. BAER & 00., 171 Queen et. West,TO4.03%rTMCo, O3%rT.V
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ENTRA NCE EXAMINA TIONS
TO

Iigh Schools and Collegiate Institutes.
The next Entrance Examination to High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes will be held on December î8th, 19th,
and 2oth.

Examination papers will be set in Literature on pas-
sages from the following lessons in the authorized Fourth
Reader :-

DECEMBER, 1889.
i. Clouds, Rains and Rivers............pp 54- 59
2. The Death of the Flower ........... .." 67- 68
3. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton ........... 98
4. Resignation........................... 105-106
5. Lead, Kindly Light................. . 456. Dora.........................." 137 142
7. The Heroes of the Long Sault........" 155-l68. Lochinvar ........................ .." 69--70
9. A Christmas Carol ................ " 207-211

1o. The Heritage................... .." 212-213r1. Song of the River................... . 221
12. Landing of the Pilgrims............. " 229-23013. Edinburgh after Flodden............ " 277-281
14. National Morality................. " 295-297
15. The Forsaken Merman..........." 298-302

JULY, 1890.
i. The Vision of Mirza-First Reading. .. pp. 63- 66
2. Il " i ci Second Reading. Il 68- 71
3. To Mary in Heaven ................. i. 97- 98
4. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton.......... " 98
5. The Bell of Atri....................." 111-1146. Ring Out, Wild Bells................ 121-122
7. Lead Kindly Light.................... 145
8. The Heroes of the Long Salt...." 155 9. Lochinvar.......................... 169-170

10. A Christmas Carol.................. 207-211
I. The Heritage...................... 212-213
12. Song of the River ..........------... " 221
13. The Ocean .................... . " 247-249
14. The Song of the Shirt..............." 263-265
15. The Demon of the Decp ........ .. .. " 266-27116. Edinburgh after Flodden ............ " 277-281
17. Canada and the United States.... .... 289-291
I8. The Forsaken Merman......... ... " 298-302

At each examination candidates should be able to
quote any part of the selections especially prescribed for
memorization, as well as passages of special beauty from
the prescribed literature selections. They will be ex-
pected have nemorized ail of the following selections :

i. The Short Extracts... ..... (List given on page 8.)
2. I'll Find a Way or Make It........pp. 22
3. The Bells of Shandon ................ " 51- 52
4. To Mary in Heaven...··............." 97- 98
5. Ring Out, Wild Bells.....·......... .. 121-122
6. Lady Clare ...................... " 128-130
7. Lead, Kindly Light.....-...... .... " 1458. Before Sedan......... ............. I
9. The Thre- Fishers................. " 220io. RidingTsgether.--. .............. .. 231-232

iI. Edinburgh after Flodden............ " 277-281
12. The Foraken Merman.............. " 297-302

DRAWING.-Drawing Book, No. 5, of the Drawing
Course for Public Schools. Pupils may present thteirschool work in DI awing in any blank exercise book, ! olong as il covers the prescribed course, and no discrimin.
ation will be made in favor of work contained in the
authorized drawing book.

AGRICULTURE AND TEMPERANCE. - Papers will be
set in these as optional bonus subjects. A candidate
may choose which of them lie will take, but il is not
compulsory to take either, and he cannot take both.
Marks not exceeding 75 may be added for the subject
chosen. (Reg. 38).

TIME TABLE OF THE EXAIMINATION,
DECEMBER, 1889.

FIRST DAY.

9.00 to II a.m..... .......... . .... Grammar.
11.15 ar. to 12.30 p.m................Geography.
2.o00 t 3.30 p.m....................History.

SECOND DAY.
9.oo to I I.oo a.m. .. ........... ..... Arithmetic.

11.05 t 12.15 p.m .................... Drawing.
1.15 to 3.15 p.m . .... ................ Composition.
3.25 t 4.00 p.m................... Dictation.

THIRD DAY.
9.01t0 11.00 a.m ................... Literature.

11. 10 te 11.40 a.m ................... \Vriting.
1.30 t 3.00 p.m........Temperance and Hygiene, or

Agriculture

Readng s be taken on te above days at such hours
as mnay suit the convenience of the examinerei.

ALEX. MARLING,
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, Secretary.

TORONTO, August, I889.

* BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Belle of PureCopper an< Tin for Churchechools, Fire Alarme, Farms, etc. FULL
WARRANTED. Catalogue sent Free.

VANDUZEN & TIFT. Cincinnati. O.

SIEL13Y & CC
32Î Church Street, -

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTUR
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Kindergarten Goods.
AGENTS IN CANADA FOR THE

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY,
CYCLOSTYLE DUPLICATING APPARATUS The Celebrated United State

For Dnuficating Writin, Tyewrit g, 1- rawing or Music. 1<1NDB RGnRTeN 7M
" Two thousand exact copies from one writing." each copy havingall the appearance of an original. Simple, reliable, economical, Estimates given for the complete frapid, clean and durable. Endorsed by 3,ooo firms, corpoiations

and institutions throughout the Dominion. Invaluable to teachers partens. Correspondei ce irvited.
for reports, circulars, examination papers, copying music, maps,drawings and all classical work. Writefrucircular and testimonials. BARKER'S SHORTHAND SCHOL,T. Bennett Scott, Esq., Teacher, Wheatly. Ont., writes-' The
Cyclostyle machine purchased gives entire Fatisfaction."

I. B. Beveridge, Prin. Public School, Point Edward, writes-
"Cyclestyle received gives every satisfaction-it works like acharm."l1

CYCLOSTYLE CO., 16 EING ST. EASTs TORONTO. Crculars pot lree.

~ ar Corspne ceinitd

s Makers of

urnishing of Kinder-

t, Toronto.

BOOKSELLERS AND STATIONERs.
Dealers H i the books required hy TEACHERS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGESand HIGH SCHOOLS, aod for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
Save time, save worry, ,ave disappointment, savemoney by sending your oders direct to us.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate anud bent series of wall mas pubished. Drawn and engraved by the emninent geographer, J. BARTHOLOMaEWIr.R.G.S., Edinhurgh. Mounted on Strcng Cloth, with Rollets, cleacly Colored and Varnished.

REGULAR REGULASNO. IZE. PRICE. NO. SIZE. pilr. Raile ay Map of Ontario, - 43 by 33 inches $300 o Africa - - 6 by S inces $4SOntari, . . 6 by 52 4 50 il. BritishI slands, -7 by 52 me 4 4. Quebec, 67 hy 52 4 50 12. Australia and New Zealand, - 67 by 52 4 504. rcew Brunsilk 67 by 52 *~ 4 50 13. Palestine, .67 by 52 4. 505. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 67 by 52 4 50 14. The World in Hemispheres, 67 by 52 4 56. North America, 67 by 52 4 50 z5. The World na Mercaor's Projection, 67 by 52 4 97. Sooth America, - 67 by a " 4 50 z6. United States, - . SY 52 " 6 008. Europe, 67 by52 " 4 50 17. -Ihe Dominion of Canada, 8
-o by 49 6 509. Asiae, 67 .6bya 52 4 50

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $so, we wiII send one or merof the above maps, each at $x.oo less than the Regular Price.This is an opportunty that should not be neglected. Supply your school ait once with First-Class Maps at wholesale rates.In ordering Dictionanes or Maps please give vour nearest exp ess oflice. Address.

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

Provident Life and Live Stock Association,
CHIEF OFFICE :-

Boom D, Arcade, TORONTO, Canada,
Is the one that gives the best benefits to ils members and pays

the agents well. It is to your interest to send for
Prospectus, Claims Paid, etc.

Agents required in unrepresented districts. Address,
W -I L I .A M~ JC TEDM S, -- Managing Director.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONÂRy 1
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (f), read

as follows
" Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gauetteer?

We make Teacliers and Boards of Trustees tl4e followiigg offers
Concise I7mperial, best binding, - - $5.50
Webste7''s Unabridged,f ZZ bound, - 11.50
LZippincott's Gazetteer,fuZl bouznd, - - 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO,

Toronto,
ERS OF
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W. J. GAGE & COMPANY'S
Special List of Remainders.

As in Many Cases only Single Copies of the followng Books are in Stock, Early Orders should be Placed.
Inb

1egalar

ATLASES.
T,.e Public Schools Atlas of Moder Geography in 31

maps. Exhi iting clearly the mere important physical
features of the countries delineated, and noting all the
chief places of historical, commercial or social mnterest.
Edited by the Rev. George Butler...... .......... $ OoRoutledge's Atlas. Containing z6 colored ....... 35The Colonial and Indian Atlas of the British Empire.
Showing the possessions throughout the world of the
British Peo ple..'tis afaSh........................... 75The Nation sil Board Alas. Consisting of 24maps, constructed and engraved by J. Bartholomew,F.R.G.S.......................35

The Stîden s Atlas of Historical Geography. Sixteen
maps and descriptive letterpress. By William Collier,
LL.D. With index ............................. Oo

Routledge's Modern Atlas. Containing 32 co.ored maps 35Map of Manitoba. From the officiai surveys ; cloth.... 50

ALGEBRA.
Algebra, Part II By E. J. Gross, Fellow of Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge, and Secretary to the
Oxford and Cambridge Schools' Examination Board.
third edition ; 8vo.................................3 00lensman's Rudimentary Algebra. Desigded for the use

Of Canadian Schools .............................. 25udon's Algebra for Beginners. Cloth................ 40
Loudon's Elements of Algebra. For the use of schools

S hai colleges advanced .......................... 75
angster's Elements of Algebra. Designed for the use
of Canadian Grammar and Common Schools ......... 50

BOTANY.
Balfou's First Book of Botany. Being an introduction

to the study of the anatomy and physiology Of plants,
suited for beginners............................ 3ç

CREMISTRY.
Kane's Elements of Chemistry. Including the most

recent discoveries and applications of the science to
medicine and pharmacy, and to the arts. An American
edition with additions and corrections by John William
Draper, M.D................ .............. .... 3 OoHarcourt & Madan's Elementary Exercises in Practicat
Chemistry. Volume I.; third edition.... ........... 3 00Tilden's Praýtical Chemistry. The principles of qualita-
tive analysis. Soiled..............................50Qualitative Chemical Analysis and Lab> ratory Practice.
By Thorpe & Pattison. Second edition ; text books of
science seties....................... .......... 1 25

DICTIONARIES.
Beeton's Bible Dictionary. A cyclopedia of the truths
Band narratives of the Ioly Scriptures................ 35eton's Classical Dictionary. A cyclopedia of Greek

and Roman biography, geography, mythology and
avitiquties....................................... 35"tOt.is Io edical D.ctionary and Guide for Emergencies.
D fining in the plainest language the symptoms and

S treaiment of ail accidents, illnesses and diseases...... 35tormonth's Handy School Dictionary Pronouncing
and explana ory, with lists of prefixes and postfixes,
rules for spelling correctly, common quotations fromthe Latin and French, etc.......................... 30

DRAWING.
Casseî's Model Drawing. By E. A. Davidson; con-

tainmg the elementary principles of drawing from
so id forms, the method of shading, and patterns for
nmaking drawing objects in cardboard. l ourth edition.î 0o

ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
Progressive Exercises in Engliah Composition. By Par-

ker and Hamilton. Revised and enlarged............ oirst Lessons in Composition. la which the principles
OF the art are developed in connection with the princi-
Ples of grammar, with copious exercises. By G. B.
Q îackenbos, LL.D............... ................. 1 c

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
eanual of English Literature-Historical and Critical.

With an ap.endix o English metres. By Thomas
Arnold, M.A , University College, Oxford. Fifth
edition, revised ..................... 2 50Angus' Handbook of English Literature.............. 25

GREER.
Curtins' Smaller Greek Grammar. Abridged fron the

'arerone. Fourthedijion .................. ...... oZitia Græmca-Part Il. A first Greek reading book. By
Dr. William Smith. Fifth edition .................. c o
enophon's Agesilaus. With syntax ru'es and references.
Notes and indices by R. W. Taylor, M.A............. go
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FRENCH.
Contanseans' Guide to French Translation. Being a

selection of instructive and entertaining pieces, with
notes to assist in the translation and to exhi »it a con-
parison of French and English Idioms. Sixteenth
editon ............................................ $ e 00 50

D_ Fira's Classic French Reader for Advanced Students,
or, Beauties of tbe French Writ rs, Ancient and Mod-
ern. With a vocabulary, French and English........i 5o 50

De Fira's Elementary Fie ch Grammar. With numer-
ous exercises and examples illustrative of every rule,
to which is added a French Reader, with a French-
English vocabulary .......................... .... 63 30

De Fira's New Grammar of French Grammars. Com-
prising the substance of all the most approvei French
grammars ex ant, with numerous ex.rcises and exam-
ples; American edition .. ... ................. 75 35Havet's First French Book, or Practical Lessons for Be-
ginners. With lessons in pronunciation.. ............ 50 20Ollendorff's New Method of Learning to Rted, Write
and Speak the French Lan uage. With an appendix.
By J. L. Jewett...............................2 eo r o

O lendorff's New Method of Learning te Read, Write
and Speýk the French Language. With the lessons
divided into sections for daily tasks. By V. Value ... 2 00 1 o0

Otto's French Conversation Grammar. Revised by Fer-
dinand Bocher, with full vocabularies by L. Pylodet.
Third American edition .......................... 2 c 1 ce

Fasquelle's Introductory French Course ...... ...... .... 6o 25
Souvestre's un Philosophe, Sous les Toits. New Ameri-

can edition, with a table of difficulties. 6o 25
Turrell's Lecons Francaises de Litterature et de Moraleet Prose et en Vers. New edition, revised, corrected

and greatly extended....... ......... .............. 70 25

GEOGRAPHY.
Macmillan's Primer. By George Goode, F.R.G.S., with

maps and diagramis .........................--. 35 20

GERMAN.
Adler's Progressive German Reader. Adapted to the

American edition of Ollendorff's German Grammar,
with capicus notes and vocabulary ....... .... .. .... 1 25 50Ahn's New Practical and Easy Method of Learning the
German Language. New edition..................... 50 20

Arnold's First German Book. On the plan of Heary's
First Latin Book. Eighth edition .. ...... ....... 75 35Aue.s Grammar of the German Language. With exer-
cises; large edition ........-.................... i oo 50Aun's .iementary German Grammar. With exercises;small edition....................................50 25

Brandt' Nathan der Weie. Editeby Wiliiamr wigh
Whitney, Professor of Languages, Yale College. 60 25Ollenaorff's Method of Learmnig German. 'J o which isadded a systematic outline of German gramma,, by
G. J. Adler, A M. ............................. 2 Oce

Woodbury's Elementary German Reader. Co.aidin -of
selections. in prose and poetry from standard Germnan
writer:, wit h a finll vocab lary, copious refdi ences to
the author>, German grammars and a series of explana-
to y notes ............................... ........ r 2u 5

GRAMMAR (ENGLISH).
Abbott's How to Tell the Parts of Speech. An introduc

tion to English Grammar. revised and enlarged.
Sixteenth thousand ........ ......................... 70 35

Elementary Lessons in Eng ish- i art II. Tht paris of
speech and how te tise them. By Mis. N. L. Knox-
H eath ........................... ................. oo 5

Lennie's Principles of English Grammar. With copious
exercisesn parsing and syntax..................... 15 05

Engiish Grammar for the Use of Junior Classes. By H.
W. Davis.* Canadian National School Seri-s......- 15 IoAn Analytical and Practical Grammar of th- English
Language. With an appendix on prosody, punctua-
tion, etc. Canadian National School Series....... .. 25 r0Dr. William Smith's School Manual of English Grain-
mar. With co-ious exercises. Fourth edition ....... ce

Smith's (Lucy Toulmin) Mannal of English Grammar
andi Language for Self-help........-................ 50 20

HISTORY.
History of the Roman Empire. From the death of

The.dosius the Great te the coronation of Charles the
Great, A.D. 395-800. By Arthur M. Curteis, M.A.
With maps..................................... 25 50

Schiool History of Greece. By Rev. Sir George W. Cox,
M.A. With maps, new edition .. ...................

Carteis' Rise of the Macedonian Empire. With eight
maps................ ..................... ... 1 25 50

Freeman's General Sketch f European Histery. Fifth
edition, revised, with maps and index .... ..... ...... c 40

The Rise cf the Macedonian Empire. By Curteis.
Soiled . .......................................... 9o 5

Creighton's History of Rome. With maps, ninth edition.
Edited by I. R. Green............................. 35 :0
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The Rise of our Indian Empire. By Lord Mahon (now
Earl Stanhope). Being the history of British India
from its orign tilt the peace of 1783. Third edition. .$ 70 25

imperial Federation. By the Marquis of Lorne. Edited
by Sydney Buxton, M.P. Wth appendix ........... 35 20Merivale & Pulier's School History of Rome. From the
fouadat on of the city ta the extinction of the Empireof the West. With thirteen maps...................1 25

LATIN.
A Latin Grammar. By Thomas Chase. Chase & Stu-

art's Classical yeries ............................. 25 50Harkness' Latin Reader. Intended as a companion to
the authors Latan .îrammar. With references, sug-gestions, notes and vocabula y. Authorized text bol
series. Soiled................................... 85 25

Harkness' Introductory Latin Book. Intended as an
elementary drill book on the inflections and principles
of the languae. Authorized text book series. Soiled. 50 25

T. Livii Historiarum Tom. I., Part Il., Lib. Vi.-X.
Oxford pocket classici ............................. 50 25

Prncipia Latina, Part III. By Dr. William Smith. An
introduction te Latin poetry ; sixth ed tion .......... 1 oo s0

Princípia Latina, Pairt Il. By Dr. William Smith.
First Latin reading book, notes and a dictionary.
Fifteenth edition.................................i 00 50Arnald's Practical Introducticon to Latin Prose Composi-
tion. Carefully revised and corrected by Rev. J. A.
Spencer, A.M Thirtieth American edition ........ 25 50Seath and Henderson's Exercises in Latin Prose. A
companion te Harkness' Latin Grammar.......... 75 35Wilkin's Latin Prose Exercises. For the use of schoole.
Sixth Edition.....................................90 40

Key to Wilkin's Manual of Latin Prose Composition. In
which the passages translated in parts I. and IV. are
printed in full. Tenth edition revised and corrected.. go 40

SCIENCE.
Burnes' Building Construction. Showing the emplsyment

of brickwork and masonry in the practical construction
ofbuildings...... ..................... ........... 90 25

Davies and Peck's Mathematical Dictiorary and Cycle-
pedia of Mathematical Science. Comprising definitions
of all the terms employed in mathematics. An analysis
of each branch and of the whole as forming a single
science........................................3 oc 1 ce

Ever's Elementary Treatise on Nautical Astronomy.
For the use of icience classes and seamnen ........ .... 35 20

Ever's lables. Nautical and mathematical. For the
use of seamen, students, math:rmaticians, etc. Arrang-
ed, corrected and recalculated....................... in 30

Deschanel's Elementary Treatise on Natural Philos>phy,
Part IL. " Heat " illustrated by 15 engravings .n
wood. Eighth edition..............................2 oc 1 ce

Deschanel's Élementary Treatise ce Natural Philcsophy,
Part IV. "Sound and Light" illustrated by 187
engravings on wo.d and one cilored plate............2 o i ou

Findiater's .LiementaryPhysiography. Chambers' tduca-
tional course.....":" ........... ......... 35 15Geikie'. Geology. Scier.ce rrimer Series, with illustra-
tions. Second edition............. . .

Go3deres' Principles of Mechanics t i Bok f Science. 35 15
Adapted for the usef ar.isans and students. 25 40Guthrie's Magnetism and Electricity. Advance science
series, with supptementary chapter by C. Vern »n Boys,A.R.S. w., with 323 ilustrations. Twentieth thousand,
new and revised edi ion:.. .........-.... .... c eo 50Shelley's Workshop Appliances. Including descriptions
of somte of the gaugng and measuring instruments
hand-cutting tools, lathes, drilling, plantng, and othe-
machine tools used by engineers. Revised and en-
larged. Seventh edition .......... ............... s 25 50

Maxwell's Theory of Heat. Text books of sci ace series.
Fourth editim . ........................ 25 40

Sangster's N.tu ai Philosophy, Pa-t I. lncluding Mea-
tics, hydrastatice, pneumatics, dynamics, hydrody-
nasMie, the general theory of undulations, theicience ofsotnd, the meclianical theory of music, etc.. se eHeat. An eleaentary treatie by blifour Stewart.
Fifth edtion ............................... .... 2 50 I 25Twisden's First Lessons in Theoietical Mechanics.
Second ednion ................................... 2 00 75

TEACHEIRS' AIDS.
American Education. Its principles and elements.

Dedicated to the teachers of the United States, byEdward D. Mansfield ............................ i 25 50
Hoose'a Studies in Articulation. A study and dr.lI bock

le the alphabetic elements of the English language ... 6o 2o
Harding'à School Management. Practical hand-biok of

school management and teaching for teachers and
pupil teachers. New edition.......................50 20

Hecker's Scientific Basis of Educati e. Deonsstraid5 o
by an analysis of the temperaments and of phrenolo-
gîcal facts. Second edition ......................... 2 50
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SCHOOL BOOK

Authorizod hy flepartmont of Ed
The Bigh School Algebra.

By W. J. Riobertson, B.A., LL.D., and . J.
M.A., Ph. D. 12mo, cloth, 338 pages. Price

High School Algebra, Part il.
Just iiSued. 12mo, cloth. Price, $1.25.

Manual of Hygiene.
12ms, cloth. Price, 5o-.

Drawing, Perspective and Geometrical.
By Thos. H. McGu're, B.A. 12mo, cloth,Price, 40c.

Scripture Readings.
For use in the Public and High Schools o

Revised edition. 12moe, cl3th, 434 pages. Pr
Roan, $1.25.

RECOMMENDED BY DEPARTAENr OF EDUCATIO

An OntUne Study of Man:
Or the Body and Mind in our System.

Hopkins, D. D., LL. D. 12mo, cloth, 308 pag
$t.25.

WILLIAM BRIG

THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

. THE ONLY PERFECT FOOTBALL The Meisterschaft School of Languages
20 Queen Street West, Toronto.

Fr nch, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversationa
Knowled'e in ten wetks.

Experi, nced native itacherF. Send or call for Circular.
Address commurications to CHAS. T. PAUL.

Birchard ANDTOlRONTO COLLEGE 0F MUJSIC
75c. Orchestrai nd OrgaT SThool.

FatTerm (2d ear) cotLmences September 
5 th. s889. TisoroughX, lstruction ini every b ancb of Mus c-Vo-ai, Instrumental andI heoreticaube the most eeinent teachers in Canada. Complet

,~ ~-' ~ tiree-manual s.rga,. ln Coilege and largest Church organ ini tiseProvince for tessons ad practce Orchestra al oo and chorus of250, accesiTlR tE studenta. D Pilomas, Prizs, Scharships andCertiicates granted. Lctures, Concerts, Recitals and Violin Clasafree.
Send for prospectus, giving fuit particulars, t

E T F. H. TORRINGTON.Dector,
OrhesrelandoSo ILLUSTRATIONS)

135pags, s uedby ail leading clubs in Great Britain and Canada. T EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have ail their book wantsIt is supeuior t ail other makes ini point of SHAPE, .omtly attended ta, cither n the new or us d lin., ud aiSTRENGTsu and DURABLITY. Positively hand de ver b anh
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Secretary Western Football Association, BERLIN, N.i ai
-SCHOOL TEAC.ERS B RSINESS TRAINIG.

If you want ta malre money during leisure houri asnd D y s B sn s o g's. Price, vacations, apply A U R. H. MATSON, General Manager
Provident Savings Life Assurance Society of New dork. WESLEY BUILDINGS, 32 7EnPERA CE ST.
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ELOCUTION. TEMPERANCET
MISS JESSIE ALEXAJ]IDER, B.E.

The attention of î.'achers is respectfuliy calied 10 ibis lu affiliation with the University utTEACHER AND PUBLIC READER, new work, designed for use in the public schuols. l is Teinity Coilege.
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